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LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT
Dear Friends,

T

he heart of Lappin Foundation’s work is expressed by our mission of helping to keep our children
Jewish and enhancing Jewish identity across generations. There are exciting, free Jewish programs for
individuals of all ages at Lappin Foundation, beginning with PJ Library’s beautiful Jewish books for babies
and children, to our life-changing Youth to Israel Adventure for teens, to stimulating book groups, movie
screenings, informative lectures for adults, and much more. It’s a privilege for the Foundation to serve as
the central agency for Jewish programming in our community.
The community’s response to our work is phenomenal! The Foundation engages thousands of individuals in
more than 200 free Jewish programs, classes, services and events every year. Lappin Foundation is the place
where new ideas come to fruition, keeping programs relevant and meaningful for the Jewish community.

We were thrilled to welcome seven new cities and towns to our service area in 2019, extending our reach
to engage more Jewish and interfaith families in Jewish life. Amesbury, Byfield, Groveland, Merrimac,
Newbury, Salisbury and West Newbury are now included in Lappin Foundation’s service area, for a total
of 30 cities and towns on the North Shore of Massachusetts.
Lappin Foundation warmly welcomes individuals of all faiths, genders and abilities to our programs. I wish to
extend a special thank you to parents of interfaith families, who are raising your children Jewish. In my eyes,
you are heroes of the Jewish community.
A remarkable milestone for Lappin Foundation is the 50th Anniversary of our Youth to Israel Adventure (Y2I)
this year. We invite the community to celebrate Y2I’s 50th anniversary with us on Sunday, August 23, 2020,
11 a.m. at Danversport Yacht Club.
Lappin Foundation is poised for another successful 50 years and beyond. Our voting Board of Directors
was enlarged from three members to nine members, and 93 individuals serve on our Boards of Advisors,
lending their good names as ambassadors of Lappin Foundation.
Generous financial support from more than 750 donors to our 2019 Annual Campaign helped to fund the
plethora of Jewish programs for thousands of individuals. To all the donors, thank you for adding your
support to that of my family’s, making it possible for Lappin Foundation to fulfill our mission of helping
to keep our children Jewish and enhancing Jewish identity across generations.
Sincerely,

Robert Israel Lappin
President

M I S S I O N S TAT E M E N T
Enhancing Jewish Identity across Generations and Helping
to Keep Our Children Jewish

We accomplish this mission by:
• Providing a variety of Jewish programs for children, teens, and adults, which:
• Enhance Jewish pride
• Convey the beauty, joy, and fun of being Jewish and the richness of our Jewish heritage
• Develop a connection to and love of Israel
• Instill a feeling of being a member of the Jewish Family, a great and unique people
• Imbue our children with the desire to stay Jewish, marry Jewish,
and raise their own children Jewish
• Focusing our programs on the nearly 70-75% of the underserved vast majority of young Jewish people
who are teens and younger, and who are not engaged in an intensive Jewish learning or living experience,
such as Jewish day school or overnight Jewish camp, most of whom would be at a high risk for assimilation
• Removing cost as a barrier to participation whenever possible
• Our Youth to Israel Adventure (Y2I), which is the cornerstone of our Jewish continuity initiative and the
most successful community teen Israel experience in North America. Based on the overwhelming success
of our Youth to Israel Adventure, we advocate for and provide fully subsidized teen Israel experiences
followed by Israel advocacy training for teens in preparation for their college years.
• Supporting interfaith families in raising children exclusively within the Jewish faith by facilitating
conversion to Judaism for those seeking to do so, as well as by providing educational programs
about Judaism
• Providing professional development opportunities that inspire teachers to create exciting places of Jewish
learning, which inspire their students to be proud to be Jewish and to want to learn more about Judaism
• Creating resource materials for use in Jewish settings in our community and beyond, which enhance
Jewish pride in our children

2 0 1 9 B OA R D O F D I R E C TO R S
Lappin Foundation’s Board of Directors serves an active role in the Foundation’s ongoing success.
The Board is actively involved in oversight of the Foundation, policy making, and fundraising.
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The Foundation’s Boards of Advisors are goodwill ambassadors, who support the Foundation’s work in
many ways. The Board of Directors thanks all of the Foundation’s Boards of Advisors for their ongoing
support of the Foundation.
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2019 FINANCIALS
Income

Expenses

Current Assets

Current Liabilities
and Capital
Capital

Donations and Grants
Program Fees
Misc Interest & Gains
Total Income

$521,799.00
$41,785.00
$726.00
$564,310.00

Accounting & Administration
Adult Programs
Holocaust Legacy Fellows
Introduction to Judaism
PJ Library
Professional Development
Rekindle Shabbat
Resource Library
Tween Programs
Youth to Israel
Total Expenses

$11,033.00
$8,315.00
$61,000.00
$2,055.00
$31,411.00
$238.00
$10,194.00
$816.00
$206.00
$599,643.00
$724,911.00

Cash
Israel Bonds
Total Current Assets

$307,611.40
$1,000.00
$308,611.40

Accounts Payable
RILCF Loan Payable
Total Current Liabilities

$5,382.25
$302,264.00
$307,646.25

Retained Earnings
Net Income
Total Capital

$161,566.07
-$160,600.92
$965.15

Total Liabilities and Capital

$308,611.40

T H A N K YO U T O O U R D O N O R S
Donors to Lappin Foundation’s 2019 Annual Campaign helped to fund exciting Jewish programs for thousands of individuals of all
ages throughout the year. The Foundation is grateful for the ongoing, generous support we receive from more than 750 donors.

2019 YEAR IN REVIEW

Uniquely, money contributed to Lappin Foundation’s 2019 Annual Campaign funded direct program
expenses for Youth to Israel Adventure (Y2I) and other Lappin Foundation programs. Employees’ salaries,
overhead and other expenses were paid by the Lappin Family.
The Foundation is blessed with support from more than 750 donors, who made it possible to fund exciting
Jewish programs throughout the year.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

# Programs, Classes,
Attendance
Services & Events		
17
11
22
16
24
13
8
10
18
8
34
21

907
320
1,091
463
1,413
509
127
181
611
277
787
328

Totals
202
7,014
			

$5,000 TO $9,999

$1,000 TO $1,499

CJP

Jamie and Ethan Berg

Beth and Marc Andler

David Gradus

Dr. Michael D. Baratz

Harold Grinspoon Foundation

Melissa Robbins Clifford and Robert Clifford

Leslie and Robert Ogan

Harold Cohen

Faith and Steven Quintero

Devra Berquist and William Doyle

Ruth and George Rooks

Suzanne and Brian Fin

Ruthie and Robert Salter

Zelda and Harold Kaplan

$50,000

A donation to Lappin Foundation is an investment in our Jewish children,
our Jewish future.

Month

130,000+

# Children who received
PJ Library & PJ Our Way Books
768
762
767
769
773
737
762
753
757
748
759
768
897 children received
PJ Library & PJ Our Way books

Joan and Steve Rosenthal

$40,000+
Anonymous

$25,000
Morton and Lillian Waldfogel Foundation Maureen and Peter Waldfogel

$1,500 TO $4,999
Emilia Black
Joshua Chmara

Marion and Joel Kaplan
Lois and Joel Kornitsky
Dr. Jacob and Melody Kriteman

Frank Chmara

The Lappin Family Charitable Fund:
Susan & Michael Brown, Judy & Richard Lappin

Deborah and Gary Coltin

Dr. Daniel and Linda Magalnick

Dr. Philip and Eve Cutter

Deborah and Timothy Neilan

Eastern Bank

Judy and Shepard Remis

Margot Einstein
Rhonda and John Gilberg

Sagan Harborside Sotheby’s
International Realty - Phyllis Sagan

$10,000

Fara and Jay Goldberg

Linda and Arthur Schwartz

Bryna Litchman and Arthur J. Epstein

Barbara Goldman

Anne and Robert Selby

Epstein Hillel School

Marylou and Herbert Gray

Risa and Joseph Sontz

Gordon Foundation Sophia and Bernard Gordon

RE/MAX Advantage Peabody Anita and Bernie Horowitz

Thomas Mackey & Sons, Inc.

$20,000
Mark Gelfand
Lowenstein Foundation

$15,000
Sharon and Howard Rich

Dorothy and Richard Tatelman

Traveland
Edward E. Zuker

$500 TO $999

$100 TO $499

Melissa and Daniel Albert

Bari Michelman-Johnson

Anonymous

Epstein & Drooks, LLC

Gerald Goodstein

Bonnie and Larry Levine

Estelle Argaman

Ellen Miller

Ilisa and Scott Applebaum

Ellen and Norman Erlich

Heidi and Robert Greenbaum

Rose Anne and Gerald Levinson

Elina Goldina and Michael Avin

Lois Miller

Judy and Mark Arnold

Susan Taylor and Robert Fabry

Arlyne and Howard Greenspan

Andrea McRae and Marc Libeskind

Alyse and David Barbash

Harriet and David Moldau

Michelle and David Baer

Gail and Barry Falkoff

Lori and Laurence Groipen

Andrea and Nate Lincoff

Mitchell Barosin

Laurie and Jonathan Mulsman

Alma Barozzi

Amy and Mark Farber

Irene and Ed Gustat

Dr. Robert Lipkowitz

Gayle and Peter Bendoris

Julia Mazepa and Konstantine Nazarenko

Diane and Robert Bauke

Susan and Greg Federspiel

Irina Gutman

Rena Mello and Eric Lippman

Kerry and Edward Berman

Day and Richard Newburg

Igor Bazarov

Marcia and Robert Feldmann

Doreen Harris

Emma Mair

Ronnie and Robert Berman

North Suburban Jewish Community Center

Jane and Donald Beader

Traci and Adam Fink

Susan Jacobs and Andrea Ring

Lori Factor-Marcus and Bruce Marcus

Elisa and Steven Bernstein

Andi and Bryan Oberlander

Amanda and Greg Beader

Amy and William Flaxer

Donna and Spencer Kagan

Kate and Scott Marcus

Pamela and David Book

Jessica Black and James Odorczuk

Francine Black

Audrey Fraser

Ruth and Eric Kahn

Arlene and Martin Margolis

Larisa and Reed Brockman

Sandra and Stuart Osattin

Dr. Joel and Nancy Black

Ilya Freytsis

Dr. Donald and Edna Kaplan

Mark Adrian Shoes

Lucie and Richard Burke

Phil Cohen Productions

Howard L. Blum

Catalina Moreno and Gary Garber

Amy and Adam Karas

Janice Grant Menes and Ronen Menes

Heather and James Caplan

Mark Podgur

B’nai B’rith Booth at the Topsfield Fair

Wendy and Mark Gershlak

Amy and Larry Katz

Jessica and Michael Merriam

Congregation Sons of Israel

Cheryl and Barry Razin

Ella and Fyodor Bromberg

Elaine and Philip Goldberg

Anita and Abe Kaufman

Craig Mulcahey

Deanna and Neil Cooper

The Julie and Larry Richmond Family

Elizabeth and William Brudnick

Lois and Stephen Goldberg

Dr. Leslie Kerzner

Nathanson & Goldberg

Elizabeth and Steven Cushinsky

Masha Rogach

Susan and Bruce Burrows

Laurie Hymanson and Carl Goldman

Carol and William Kirchick

Ann Parker

Maya and David Dahan

J. Myron Rosen, D.M.D.

Stephen Kotler

Gillian Pergament

Jill and Robert Donovan

CAMERA: Committee for Accuracy
in Middle East Reporting in America

Deborah and Jeffrey Goldstein

Karen and David Rosenberg

JM Labell Charitable Fund

Mona Pessaroff

Essex Alarm & Security, Inc.

David Rosenberg

Jodi and Timothy Carroll

Liza and Joshua Goldstein
Amy Mitman and Andrew Goloboy

Nadine and Marc Levin

Kelly Pickering

Vlad Farfel

Dr. Edward Rosenthal

Bailee Star and Daniel Fein

Sheri and Stuart Saginor

Michele Adam and Eric Feingold

Carole and Joel Saslaw

Debra Ankeles and Robert Freedman

Edward Schlossberg

Stefanie and Robert Gladstone

Traci and Kenneth Segal

Lisa and Alan Glaser

Heidi and Lane Seiger

Goldfarb, Band & Company, PC

Seltser & Goldstein Public Adjusters, Inc.

Stephanie and Barry Greenfield

Marjorie and David Sheris

Alla and Stephen Griffin

Sally and William Shevory

Susanna and Benjamin Gross

Dr. Marc and Cheryl Shnider

Marina Gutin

Ava Hoppenstein Shore

Cathleen Barstow and Michael Hass

Julie Selbst and David Siegel

Andrea and Avrum Heafitz

Renee White and Brad Smith

Ashley Serotta and Brandon Hockle

Este and Sam Sylvetsky

Marshall Hoffman

Lea and Boris Tabenkin

J. DiNardo Consulting

Beth and Paul Tassinari

Jewish Community Center of the North Shore

Lisa and Kevin Taylor

Jennifer Kahn

Temple B’nai Abraham

Wendy Pearl and Aaron Katz

Temple Emanu-El

Rhonda and Chris Keith

Sophia and Alex Viner

Simone and Todd Levine

Inga Shpolberg and Vadim Vinitsker

Julie Levinson

Karen and Michael Weisman

Tobi Lew

Dr. Marvin and Pauline Wilson

Ellen and Steven London

Cheryl and Robert Winters

Stacey Parker and David Mack

Dr. Bertil and Barbara Wolf

Mark J. Coltin, P.C.

Andrea Freedman and James Younger

Karen and Brian McCloskey

Rachel and Scott Zalvan

Amy and Bradford McIntire

Olga and Boris Zeldin

Shirley Merken

Alla Zolott

Wendy and Glenn Chalek
Laila and Steve Chamuel
Mark Chulsky
Carol and Robert Cipriani
Citizens Inn
Judith Citron
Amir Cohen
Dr. Barry and Caryn Cohen
Cheryl and Gary Cohen
Dorit and Ron Cohen
Colden & Seymour Ear, Nose,
Throat, & Allergy
Stacey and Bob Comito
Complete Copier & Sales Co.
Congregation Ahavas Achim
Congregation Shirat Hayam
Congregation Shirat Hayam Men’s Club
Nancy and Arnie Cowan
Nancy and Paul Cowen
Sharon Wyner and Anthony D’Avolio
Harriet and Richard Dechowitz
Carol and Samuel Denbo
Designer Bath
Faye and Paul Desimone
Ann and John Doherty
Ivy and Peter Dorflinger
Paul B. Dunleavy
Judith and Larry Dunn
Norma and Warren Epstein

Zipora Feiner

Mary Lou and Robert Sullivan

Lesley and Ric Dexter

Helen Levine

John R. Fisher

Temple Tiferet Shalom

Susan and Richard Dinkin

Jay S. Lewis

Joyce and Howard Freedman

Arlene Tevelow

Ann Engel

Andrea Liftman

Lori Berman Gans

Ruth and David Titelbaum

Myrna Fearer

Judith and Bennett Locke

Rabbi Myron and Eileen Geller

Kate and Dan Urman

Harriet Feinstein

Adele and Mark Lubarsky

Marsha and H. Elliott Goldstein

Vogel Family

Susan and Steven Feinstein

Ruth and Harvey Maibor

Leslie and Adrian Gonzalez

Irina and Gidaly Volf

Deborah Fineberg

Irena and Jacob Matusevich

Saul Gurman

Reggie and Lewis Weinstein

Robert Freedman

Rhoda Morse

Merrill Herbster

Bonnie and Kurt Westerman

Anne Gilman

Jennifer Honig and Chris Muntiu

Barbara and Christopher Hudson

Ashley and Jason Whyman

Julia Goland

Judith Murray

Barbara and Arthur Kahn

Enid and David Wise

Lorna and Harvey Goldberg

Joan and Melvin Nagler

Kernwood Country Club

Janice and Elliot Wyner

Sarah and Saul Goldberg

Madeleine Nathan PHD

Marcia Kestenbaum

Doris Yandell

Ruth Goldenberg

Susan and Howard Nellhaus

Marin and Paul Konstadt

Donna Zeff

Rosa Lee and Edward Goldstein

Grace and Alfred Newman

Sema Goldstein

Michelle Newman

Elaine Goodman

Sandra Noymer

Barbara Gould

Abraham Ogman

Myrna and Harry Grossman

Terri Oliver

Beth Grzegorzewski

Beatrice Paul

Doris and Elliot Hershoff

Fran Pearlman

Bethani and Yoni Hipsh

Nancy Perkus

Sandra and Harold Hoffman

Joanne and Jerry Pressman

Brenda and Arnold Jacobson

Nancy Roads

Marcia Kalman

Ronald Robinson

Robyn and George Kaplan

Norma Rooks

Leona and Henry Kaplan

Arlene Rosen

Melanie and Jeffrey Kaplan

Elaine Rosen

Fran and Robert Kaplan

Barbara and Jerry Rosman

Sheila and David Katz

Vivian Russo

Marjorie Kaufman

Alida Rutchick

Esther and Neal Kaufman

Joan Shechet

Eileen Kepnes

Edward Sloan

Faith Kramer

Margaret Somer

Harold Kramer

Marlene and Alfred Spiller

Annette Kossover
Pierce, Pierce & Napolitano

Temple Sinai

Lori and Jonathan Kreevoy

Laura and Bruce Rafey

Stefani Timmons

Rebecca and Dylan Kwait

Robin Slavin and Kenneth Reker

University Fuel and Car Wash

Irene and Jonathan Leamon

Meryl and Julian Rich

Elizabeth and Mikhail Vaynshteyn

Cheryl and Jeffrey Levin

Linda and Alan Robbins

Myra and Douglas Vernon

Herb Levine

Martha and Robert Rose

Lorinda and Alan Visnick

Rick Linn

Ellaine and Sidney Rose

Elaine and Roger Volk

Jessie Lipson

Craig Rosenbaum

Paul Weinberg

Ellen and Eric Marder

Dr. Howard Rosenkrantz

Rhona Weiner

Cindy and Ronald Matloff

Judy and Ken Rosenthal

Daniel White

Marion and David Mendelsohn

Salem Academy Charter School

Wendy and Conrad Wicks

Joan Miller

Salem Pediatric Dental
& Orthodontic Associates

Judith Wise

Janet and Richard Miller

Lina and Greg Zaltsman

Laura and James New

Dr. Jonathan D. Sarna & Ruth Langer

Allison and Todd Zigelbaum

Cindy and Burt Ochs

Robert Shapiro

Lee O’Connor

UP TO $49
Jennifer Adler and Seth Albaum
Marilyn and Edwin Andrews
Jo Anne and Martin Appelstein
Joseph Baseman
Judith Belinsky
Pam Bennett and Michal Hickerson
Helaine and Daniel Berg
Ruth Berg
Carrie and Ariel Berger
Sally and Nathan Berkowitz
Melissa and Donald Bornstein
Dr. Sheldon and Fran Brown
John Cohen
Shirley and William Cole
Heather Comak LeDoyt and Travis LeDoyt

Iris Sheinhait

$50 TO $99

Shubie’s

Barbara Abramson

Sandra and Arnold Shuman

Sharon and Martin Adler

Carolyn Pivnick

Dr. Michael and Brenda Silverman

AmazonSmile

Liliya and Misha Pivovarov

Chester Simons

Marci Amolsky

Gerry and Jack Potash

Karen and Michael Stearn

Judith and George Small

Arnould Gallery and Framery

Deborah and Alan Pransky

Alice and Samuel Stockhamer

Robert Smith

Benevity Community Impact Fund

Fern Price

Roberta and Bill Tarlow

Michelle Harris and Richard Sokolow

Deborah and Norman Birnbach

Anna Proshko

Dr. Alan and Deborah Ann Titelbaum

Michelle and Lawrence Soll

Nancy and Jacob Bloom

Jennifer Raitt

Arlene Titelbaum

Rebecca and Bradley Sontz

Murray Bob

Maxine Rosenberg

Cynthia and Anthony Tramonte

Pauline and Vincent Spirito

David Bornstein

Dr. David and Anna Samost

Jody and Gerald Webber

Ronda and Stuart Spitzer

Irma Cohen

Bette and Daniel Shoreman

Susan and Lawrence Weiner

Stacy and Jeffrey Sprague

Jacqueline Comins-Addis and Jeffrey Addis

Miriam and Lawrence Shutzer

Michelle Hasty White and Andrew White

Stanetsky-Hymanson Memorial Chapel

Gillian Cowen

Samuel L. Silverman

Jo Ann and Steven Wisotsky

Deborah and Richard Strauss

Denmar Precision Machine, Inc.

Judith and Stephen Simmons

Sheri Olans Wright and Robert Wright

Anna Stulberg

Joan R. Dunne

Barbara and Stephen Smidt

Julie and Eric Zieff

Bryna and Samuel Tabasky

Eileen and Ralph Edelstein

Janet and Emanuel Smikun

Esther and Merton Ziskind

Temple Ahavat Achim

Rosalyn Epstein

Roberta and Robert Soltz

Deborah Zucker

Temple Ner Tamid

Sara Ewing

Josene Steinberg

Martha Morgan and Dan Ottenheimer
Alvah Parker

Congregation Tifereth Israel
The Cranson Family
Linda and Frank DeAngelo

C O M M U N I T Y PA R T N E R S

P R O G R A M S F O R A D U LT S

Lappin Foundation thanks our many organizational
partners for their fruitful, collaborative efforts and
sharing of resources, resulting in great Jewish programs
throughout the year.

A variety of Jewish programs for adults
were offered throughout 2019, including:
book group discussions, cooking
demonstrations, movie screenings, current
events in Israel, Israeli dancing, and of
course, many PJ Library programs, where
parents and grandparents enjoyed sharing
memorable Jewish experiences with their
children and grandchildren.

Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies,
Salem State University
Chabad of the North Shore:
Swampscott, Peabody & Everett
Chelsea Jewish Foundation
Combined Jewish Philanthropies
Congregation Ahavas Achim
Congregation Shirat Hayam
Congregation Sons of Israel
Congregation Tifereth Israel, Sephardic

INTERFAITH OUTREACH

Consulate General of Israel to New England
Epstein Hillel School

Lappin Foundation warmly welcomes individuals
of all faiths to our programs.

Hadassah Northeast
Hadassah-Brandeis Institute
Harold Grinspoon Foundation

We offer our heartfelt thanks to parents of interfaith families
who are raising their children Jewish.

Holocaust Legacy Foundation
Israeli American Council of Boston
Jerusalem U
Jewish Arts Collaborative
Jewish Climate Action Network
Jewish Community Center of the North Shore
Jewish National Fund
Jewish Teen Initiative of Greater Boston
Jewish War Veterans North Shore Post 220
Lynnfield Public Library
North Shore Rabbinical and Cantorial Assocation
North Suburban Jewish Community Center
PJ Library
Shalom Hadassah
Shinshinim Program
StandWithUs
Synagogue Council of MA
Temple Ahavat Achim
Temple B’nai Abraham
Temple Emanu-El
Temple Ner Tamid
Temple Sinai
Temple Tiferet Shalom

“

Introduction to Judaism is a free 25-week course for individuals
who are preparing for conversion to Judaism or for individuals
of other faiths who want to learn more about Judaism. Classes
are taught by local rabbis and topics include: Jewish history,
ethics, holidays, Hebrew, Torah, prayer and more.
Eighteen adults enrolled in 2019-2020 Introduction to Judaism.
The Foundation subsidizes costs for conversion, including
immersion in the mikvah (ritual bath) and non-surgical/symbolic
circumcision. It is our pleasure to present a gift bag of Jewish
ritual items to individuals who convert to Judaism as our way
of marking this special occasion.

This class has deepened my understanding of the history
of Judaism and confirmed even more for me that I
made the right decision to convert. It is giving me more
confidence as a new Jew. The Hebrew lessons are
invaluable – we are learning so much so fast. This course
is truly a special experience for my wife and me. It’s
helping us to establish what a Jewish home looks like
to us. We are really enjoying it and look forward to the
weekly discussions!

Jamie Reed, Swampscott

”

HONORING OUR COMMUNITY LEADERS
“Going to Israel changed my life, and I didn’t want it to end when I got home,” said
Adam Zamansky, a student at Marblehead High School. “It made such a huge impact
on me, and I know it did for so many other people that went on the trip with me, so I
wanted to keep that going, and make a club for it at my school.” Once a month about
15 teens attend the Advocates for Israel Club at Marblehead High School to learn more
about Israel through current events, guest speakers, Israeli films, food and stories.
Isabel Block delivered the 2019 valedictory address at the Commencement ceremony
at the College of the Holy Cross. During Block’s time at Holy Cross, swastikas
appeared three times around campus. After the second one surfaced, the college sent
out an email that Block felt did not address the issue seriously enough. “We need to use
stronger language, we need to make the students feel like if this person is found, then
there will be consequences.” The next time a swastika showed up, the college responded
more forcefully. One of few Jewish students on campus, Isabel actively educated her
peers and professors about Judaism and antisemitism.

2019 Award Recipients
Lappin Foundation thanks young adult leaders for their advocacy and activism
on behalf of Israel and the Jewish People.
Exceptional Teen Israel Advocate Award
Adam Zamansky, 2018 Y2I

Notable Youth to Israel Alumna Award
Isabel Block, 2014 Y2I

PJ L I B R A R Y A N D PJ O U R WAY
Beautiful free books for Jewish children, ages six months to 12!
Children learn about the world around them through the stories
they hear. PJ Library and PJ Our Way books bring Jewish
ideas and inspiration for you and your children to share.
More than 700 Jewish children in our community receive
high-quality, free PJ Library and PJ Our Way books every
month, thanks to local funding from Lappin Foundation, Epstein
Hillel School, CJP and the Harold Grinspoon Foundation!
We know something magical happens when parents sit down
to read with their children. PJ Library shares Jewish stories that
help families talk about values and traditions that are important
to them.
Dozens of free PJ Library programs for families with young
children took place throughout the year. Holiday Story Hours,
Shabbat Shalom Circles, Little Scientists, Creative Movement
with a Jewish Twist, and many more programs brought families
together to meet each other and to enjoy positive Jewish
experiences that created lasting memories.
Sign-up is easy at pjlibrary.org and pjourway.org, or contact
Rachael Lock at 978-740-4404 or rlock@lappinfoundation.org.

2 0 1 9 YO U T H T O I S R A E L A D V E N T U R E
101 Jewish teens from 35 communities and
42 schools had the adventure of a lifetime
on 2019 Y2I!
Unique in the country, Y2I is a two-week fully subsidized
community teen trip to Israel that includes Israel advocacy
training during and after the trip. Exciting pre-trip programs
and a post-trip Israel Advocacy Fellows program make Y2I
a phenomenal experience that lasts a lifetime.
Y2I is the answer to Jewish continuity! It builds Jewish pride;
instills in teens love for Israel and responsibility for our Jewish
Family; educates the next generation of Jewish leaders; and
strengthens connection to Israel!

YOUTH TO ISRAEL

I N T H E I R OW N WO R DS

Dear Israel,
I want to say thank you. Thank you for
opening my eyes to see new and better
things than what I would just see at home.
A year before the trip I wasn’t sure if it
would be something I would do. Then I
thought even if I don’t make friends, I could
still take back the views. But now that I
made friends, I took back with me great
memories and the experiences.

Taylah Baseman, Gloucester

W

alking through Yad Vashem, what
with its brilliant architecture, I was
struck with the realization that the people I
saw in the pictures and videos – particularly
that especially graphic one with the dead
bodies getting piled into a ravine – were
what I was. A Jew. “That’s what I am!”
I thought. They were me. I was them.
Hitler was killing me. Me? Me. For the
first time I truly understood the monstrosity
of the Holocaust. Not because I now knew
a death toll, but because, looking around
me, at all my friends, acquaintances, and
counselors, that all those Nazis would,
without hesitation, have us sent to gas
chambers. To be killed. To die. I was able
to imagine the Holocaust taking place
and having everyone I knew killed in it.
A single defiant… child, really, standing
with hate against this political group called
the Nazi Party, with its adults and officials
and powerful people. I’d say that what I
felt, the intensity, at least, is only a fraction
of what those who were actually victims
of the Holocaust must have felt. In fact,
I’d say it was about... one six-millionth?
Indeed, I would not have felt even that
much had it not been for the experiences
I had experienced in those days leading
up to the visit to Yad Vashem, only
because I realized my Judaism, that
itself is due to Y2I.

Joey Albert, Marblehead

“

Testimonials from 2019 Y2I Teens

It is difficult to describe the affect Israel
and its people had on me. The land itself
was truly magical. Every spot we visited
had a lot of importance and the views were
breathtaking. But when 30 Israeli teens
joined our trip for five days, I have never
connected with people as quickly as I did
with them. From stargazing at the Bedouin
tents, to just talking about life, these are
people that I hope to have in my life forever.
We shared many things in common, including
what we like to do outside of school, favorite
foods, favorite movies, and so much more.
If it wasn’t for the accents, you honestly
couldn’t tell who was from the U.S. and
who was from Israel. I would also like to
add that during the trip we heard a lot about
Israel Advocacy from different speakers and
different activities. However, hearing my
Israeli friends say how they want us to be
their voice, to protect Israel overseas, was
when I became truly inspired to advocate
for the country, that both the Israelis and
I call home.

Abby Avin, Marblehead
Y2I really changed my life. While in middle
school I was bullied for being Jewish.
During those times I started to stop
believing that I was Jewish. I now feel
proud to be a Jew and glad that I am one.

Ben Applebaum, Peabody

”

Dear Israel,
Thank you for showing me the truth.
I was blindsided by the world; its hatred,
its persistence, its ignorance. All my life
I knew of the importance of Israel, but it
never clicked until this trip. Thank you
for opening my mind to the possibility
of a different reality for teens that are
essentially just like me. Thank you for
solidifying what Judaism means to me
specifically. Thank you for showing me your
beauty, our culture, and our history. Most of
all, thank you for giving me the opportunity
to realize what home truly is.

Maya Baranovsky, Wayland
Y2I 2019 changed my life. I enjoyed meeting
my Jewish peers from all across the North
Shore, amazing people that I may have not
met. I remember the feeling I had walking
through Ben Gurion Airport. I was home.
There is no other way to describe it. I now
have a very strong Jewish identity because
of my Y2I 2019 experience. I would not
have made the friends and feel as connected
to the Jewish community without Y2I.
This trip is only the beginning of my journey
with Israel.

Joshua Barosin, Georgetown

From its people, to its views, to its unbearable
climate, Israel has changed me as a person
and I can easily say it was for the better.
I feel more comfortable being myself back
home, knowing that there is a place in this
world where I am and always will be truly
welcome. Visiting Israel has made me
become much more proud to be Jewish;
I revere my history and am empowered by
the stories of the Israelites. Not only this,
but the modern history of Israel has also
inspired me and made me much more
inspired to achieve greatness in my life.
Not only is my lifestyle more improved after
visiting Israel, but I have made friends who
I know will be there for the rest of my life.
From Israelis who live thousands of miles
away to friends who live right around the
corner, I share one very specific thing with
all of them and it unites us and everyone
in Israel alike – our Jewish pride. I plan to
revisit Israel and experience more of what
it’s like to be Jewish and Proud. I plan to
further defend and join advocacy groups
for Israel because I believe it is impossible
that anyone could belittle such an amazing
country. I will keep up to date with Israel,
keep in touch with my new Israeli friends,
and keep the people of Israel, past, present,
and future, proud of the Jewish civilization
that has blossomed. Israel is my home and
I will do whatever I can to make my home
welcoming to all.

Erik Bazarov, Swampscott
Thank you for giving me this opportunity.
It not only was life-changing, but it changed
many of my ideas about Israel as a whole.
Going into this I thought I would see a very
political, warlike place with police and army
forces everywhere. What I saw was the
complete opposite. I saw strangers helping
one another, people greeting one another,
and an overall welcoming place. My ideas
about Israel have completely changed,
and now when people say negative things
about Israel I am able to correct them
and share with them my experiences
from going there.

Sophie Bendoris, Wenham

Going on the Y2I trip enhanced the
meaning of Israel to me. After going,
I know more about the State of Israel today
as well as about its history. Israel to me is
about a homeland for all Jews, a place of
religious history, and a thriving country.
From the history to the sites still standing,
it has meaning to Jews all around the world.
As a thriving State and as a symbol, it
is something that all Jews can support.
Because of my trip to Israel and because of
the Y2I experience, Israel means more to me.

Josh Berg, Marblehead
My experience was amazing and it was well
above my expectations. First of all, I went
into the trip thinking I wasn’t going to know
anyone, because I didn’t. I didn’t think I
was going to make any friends, but I did, a
lot. What impacted me the most and I will
always remember was singing and prayers at
the Western Wall. I was with many people
I didn’t even know and felt welcome and
that I belonged. I recommend this trip to
anyone who has the opportunity to go.
It has been life-changing.

Phil Berquist, Lynnfield
Dear Israel,
I would like to thank you for all that I
have experienced on my recent trip. Israel
has shown me many great sites, people,
activities, markets and food. Thank you
for continuing to thrive, so many people can
visit you and also live in the joy that is Israel.

Noah Book, Lynnfield
Before I went on Y2I, I may have been
Jewish, had Jewish parents, ate kosher, and
celebrated holidays and such, but I pretty
much decided that I didn’t consider myself
Jewish anymore. I was ready to leave all
the traditions and history behind. When we
started learning about the conflict in more
detail with Charlotte, I fell in love with the
tragic story of Israel and everyone involved
in the conflict. Nowhere ever had I heard
the whole history of the conflict and sensed
the dimension and depth of it. Even after
those first two hours, I realized how important
it is to be Jewish. Not just for the reason
that I need to be Jewish, but because of how
much I appreciate the history and culture
of the Jewish people made me feel so much
more connected to the religion. With my
newfound and rekindled friendships
combined with my new knowledge of my
homeland I felt in a way… renewed.
Towards the end of the trip, I knew that
a lot of things had changed for me. After
this experience I now know that I will stay
involved with my community and stay
educated about what’s happening in my
homeland, which is way more than I could
have hoped to get out of this trip. I can now
say that I am truly proud to be Jewish.

Julia Brockman, Marblehead

Y2I has absolutely changed my life. Before
going on the trip I had no connection to
Israel. It was just a place where Judaism
had its roots and Jewish people lived, but
really had no meaning to me. After going on
this life-changing journey, Israel has a whole
different meaning to me. It is a beautiful
country, one that is the safe haven to many
people, and home to all Jewish people
around the globe, whether they live there
or they don’t. Because of Y2I, Israel is
now a place that I will fight for and I
will advocate for this country. Y2I has
completely changed my outlook on that
amazing country, and everything that it has
done for me. Y2I brought me to a place
that I hope to return very soon. Y2I is an
amazing experience that I hope will continue
for generations and generations and many
teens get to take advantage of it.

Brian Burrows, Amesbury

I

chose to write about what Israel means
to me because for me the meaning of
Israel now is quite different from before I
went on Y2I. In the broadest sense, Israel
was a place and a people that I had read
about and studied. Now Israel and Israelis
are tangible and real, with a deeper
and more focused meaning. I can now
understand why Israel is so important
to Jews in the world, including us here
in the United States. As much as we
may feel we are accepted as Jews by
our friends and neighbors here, Israel is
clearly a home that welcomes all Jews
around the world, including those from
places that are not as tolerant as our home.
It is a “safe haven” for all Jews which is
why its creation as a State and continued
existence is so important. It was also
important for me to meet Israelis my own
age. I found that they were very much
like me and my friends. They dressed like
us and had the same interests in sports,
school and technology. After Y2I, Israel
and Israelis have a much different and
more important meaning for me.

Matthew Caplan, Marblehead

I found myself completely changed after
this trip. I learned stories about people’s
understanding of what Israel really meant
to them deep down in their hearts, how
we’ve all experienced anti-Semitism in our
own communities, and how important it
is to have a strong support system behind
us through our journey in life as American
Jews. We had many conversations about
how important it is to stay Jewish in the
future and show the world that it’s not bad
to be Jewish. Bonding with these other
teens has already improved my life and
myself for the better, and I cannot wait for
my other opportunities in the future as a
Jewish teen. This trip has opened my eyes
to trying new things and meeting new
people, and for that I will forever be grateful
for this trip. How blessed I am to have had
this opportunity to visit my second home
and create a second family full of amazing
likeminded teens.

Averi Carroll, Marblehead
It is said that Israel is put under a microscope.
When most people say that something is
put under a microscope, they talk about
magnifying something; often more than
necessary. In this case, that something is
the politics – more specifically the Israeli
Palestinian conflict. But when something
is put under a microscope, something else
happens. You don’t see everything in front
of you. When we look at Israel, we see its
problems, of which there are many, but most
don’t see a country ripe with beauty. Before
I came on Y2I, I too didn’t see it. It’s true
that there are political issues in Israel, but
that isn’t what defines Israel – what makes
Israel Israel. I guess for everyone that is
different, and there is no right and wrong.
For me, at least, I learned what Israel
means to me on Y2I. Israel is some of the
greatest memories of my life – from being
nervous to speak in Hebrew for years after
using male pronouns to my grandmother
when I was six, to the friends I’ve made and
experiences I’ve had this summer with Y2I.
Israel is home.

Upon arriving in Israel one of the first things
that was said to me in which I found to be
very reassuring was “welcome home.”
Hearing this reminded me that this country
I was entering wasn’t just a place of
foreigners, but rather a place of many
people who shared a very similar heritage of
Judaism just like me and everyone else on
the trip. Back home was where my family
lived along with my friends and everything
I owned, but entering Israel allowed me to
realize that there’s always another home
always waiting with open arms to let me in.
Visiting Israel wasn’t just another trip,
but it was rather an awakening for me
to the greater picture of being Jewish.
Before going to a Y2I meeting I didn’t realize
that there were this many kids that really
considered themselves to be Jewish and
were mostly proud and open about it. I also
became aware that being Jewish doesn’t
just mean that you are part of a religion, but
you are also part of a community that over
the years is becoming bigger. And finally,
I realized that if you ever don’t feel at home
just because of the fact that you are Jewish,
Israel’s always open-armed to take you in.

Liam Conley, Marblehead
The recent history of Israel, starting in the
mid-1900s, is one that is full of innovative
ideas and technological advancements that
made the impossible possible. Drip irrigation
was introduced in the late 1950s, early
1960s, allowing them to bring water to
the driest parts of the desert. This form
of irrigation allowed Israel’s number one
export to be fruits and vegetables. This fact
alone is impressive, considering Israel was
nothing but a desert for a while. So what
did that little piece of Israel’s history have to
do with what Israel means to me? For me,
Israel is a haven of new ideas, innovation,
and technological advancements. Israel is
this wonderful oasis in a land full of desert,
an oasis that’s green because it wanted to be
green. The State of Israel, to me, is the state
of perseverance.

While I was on the trip I didn’t really think
being in Israel and going on Y2I changed
my Jewish identity, but now that I am home
I have realized that it did. Looking back at
the trip going to the Western Wall for Shabbat
was what changed the impact of Israel on
my life. Being there and going up to the
Wall, singing in big circles, and meeting lots
of new people was very special to me and
will impact my life forever. I think it is
important for my children to be raised Jewish
one day, not only so they can experience
going to Israel, but so we can stay connected
as family within our home for the holidays,
Shabbat and any other days. In conclusion,
I am so relieved that I decided to get on the
plane because if I didn’t I would not have
gotten the experience of a lifetime in such an
amazing place that I have wanted to go to
forever. Israel has changed my life forever.

Lauren Donovan, Marblehead
I really enjoyed my time in Israel and it
was really fun.

Ryan Ebright, Stamford, CT
For me Y2I was an incredible experience.
There wasn’t a single day where I didn’t
enjoy myself and do something meaningful.
Every night I would feel both extremely
exhausted and deeply fulfilled. The most
important connections to me were the ones
between me and my peers and the ones
between me and the past and my Jewish
heritage. During the trip I met so many
new people and I became friends with a
lot of them. By coming to Israel together I
realized how much we all had in common.
In addition I befriended lots of the Israelis.
By sitting and playing cards with them we
all very quickly realized that we shared so
many interests. We laughed at the same
jokes, listened to the same music, watched
the same shows, and even played the same
sports. By coming on this trip, I realized
that even though we all may come from
different towns and backgrounds and may
even be separated by a ten-hour flight,
we all share a history and heritage that
is thousands of years old.

he first major experience I had there was going to the Western Wall. I walked up and touched the Wall with my
hand and head and suddenly shed a tear because I felt so connected being a Jew. I have never felt more proud to
be Jewish as this moment in time. It almost did not feel real. Dancing in circles on Shabbat, being proud to be who
I am, and being surrounded by supportive people was all I needed to feel more connected. Y2I opened up my eyes
to a whole other world. I was finally proud to be a Jew and not having to duck my head every time someone said
“Merry Christmas” or asking questions like how I was Jewish and what it meant to me. The first Friday I got back,
I went to a Friday night Shabbat service and it made me feel as if I was still in Israel. I am planning to continue
going to temple a few Fridays a month and continue to take action for Israel and keeping us connected from across
the world. Y2I has been a life-changing experience for me, and I feel as if I am a completely different person for the
better. I am more aware of everything and everyone around me and I have even seen changes personally in myself.
Never in a million years would I think traveling to a country with 100 random people would change my life, but it
really did.

I began the trip with a deep connection to
Judaism, but only within the walls of my
temple. I returned bursting with pride
in my Jewish identity, feeling more
comfortable with this part of myself than
I had ever thought possible. For my entire
life, society had been instilling in me that
being Jewish was not something to be proud
of. I had never been so immersed in Jewish
life before, and came to realize that Judaism
is a thread that connects millions of people
around the world. Israel wrapped me in its
arms and embraced me as no place had ever
done before. I was awed by its beauty and
culture and wanted to return to America and
shout from the rooftops that I was Jewish,
and that my people did amazing things and
built a beautiful country from nothing.
I wanted to tell anyone who would listen
that I wasn’t afraid to be Jewish anymore,
because I had seen the strength of my
people, and the love that held us together.
Judaism was no longer a stain on my shirt
that I hid underneath a sweater. It was not
something dark or humiliating. The trip
helped me realize that, no matter how hard
the world tried to tell me that I couldn’t be
proud of something like Judaism, it was my
duty to defend my religion and my culture.
I was now a spokesperson for a community
of millions of people around the world, and
the light that had almost been extinguished
by ignorance and hatred now shone brightly
within me. I knew that I could never again
hide being Jewish, because that would mean
hiding the most important and beautiful
parts of myself.

Arielle Cushinsky, Marblehead

Talia Fein, Arlington
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Ben Cohen, Rumford, RI
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Keren Dahan, Wayland

Ben Farfel, Marblehead

M

y time in Israel taught me about the Jewish family. A year ago, I would have
thought the Jewish family only included my parents, brothers, and sister. However,
now I know that Judaism is more than a religion. It is a culture, and the Jews are one
big family. Everywhere I went in Israel I felt welcomed by the Jews in that community.
It is important for me to stay Jewish so that I do not lose that connection. My religion
has been passed down from many generations to me, and it is so deeply rooted that it has
become a part of me. Without it, I would not be the person I am today. I want to prioritize
a Jewish partner so that I can keep passing my faith down. I want to share my experiences
of Judaism with my children. The only way for me to see these traditions passed on is
to remain Jewish and raise Jewish children.

Sophia Feingold, Beverly

I believe that being Jewish and raising
Jewish children is very important to
me and my Jewish brothers and sisters.
When I traveled to Israel, I experienced
what being the Jewish majority really
meant. It was a wonderful thing. The more
of us there are and the closer we are to
each other, it will be harder for people
to persecute us, which as we have seen
happened very easily. We must stay strong
with our religious and orthodox values.
This is not only how we will survive,
but it is how we will thrive.

Alejandro Garber, Melrose

”

Every time I walked through a market,
every time I saw a beautiful view, every
time I walked around and interacted with
people, I rediscovered my love for Israel.
In my scout troop we have a tradition
called roses, buds, and thorns where after
a camping trip we go around in a circle
and say something we enjoyed (the rose),
something we disliked (the thorn) and
something we are looking forward to (the
bud). My thorn was having to leave Tel Aviv
early. My rose of Y2I was experiencing the
most amazing place on earth. My bud is
attending the Israel advocacy trainings
in the future and eventually going on
Birthright.

Jordan Gladstone, Marblehead

Y

2I has made a huge impact on my
life, in the most positive way. Before
Y2I, I never understood why Israel was
so special, partially because I had never
been. After being in Israel for less than
24 hours, I felt at home. In the United
States, I always feel like a minority as a
Jew. Israel made me feel safe and also
part of a special family of Jewish people.
Shabbat at the Western Wall was the
night everything clicked for me. I realized
why people call Israel the “Holy Land.”
Each lecture helped me understand more
about how special Israel is, its role as a
democracy in the Middle East and how it is
important that we, as Americans, advocate
for Israel. Y2I changed my whole world.
I went to Israel feeling absolutely terrified
and left Israel beaming with joy. I made
Jewish friends on the trip. Y2I has made
me a better person and taught me where
I come from. I now feel connected to the
Jewish people of the past, present and
future. I plan to advocate for Israel and
help support Israel and its ideals.

”

Sabrina Glaser, Needham

Dear Israel,
I will be forever thankful for the life-changing
experience you provided me with. I did not
think I would leave after two weeks with so
many new friends, new mindsets, and most
importantly, new information on Israel itself.
The minute I stepped out of Ben Gurion
Airport and a broad yet powerful phrase
caught my attention: “Welcome home.”
These simple two words ruminated through
my mind during my two weeks in Israel, and
in pure confidence, I can say that for every
moment I truly did feel at home. Each day
was a new adventure and came with important
takeaways and lessons. I look back on these
two weeks that flew by in awe. I fell in love
with the culture, most definitely the food,
my religion, and most importantly, the
Israeli people.

Rachel Goland, Swampscott

The Y2I 2019 trip has not only changed
the way I view Israel, but also enhanced
my Jewish identity. Before embarking on
this amazing trip I was skeptical about the
whole situation. I come from an interfaith
family, but I was raised Jewish. All holidays
were celebrated in my family, but primarily
Jewish ones. When I was younger I went to
all the High Holidays at Temple, sometimes
went on Saturdays, and even had a family
Shabbat here and there. As my sisters and
I got older and schedules got busier, the
Jewish practices in my family slowly faded
away. We were too busy with sports and
hanging with friends. The only thing keeping
my Jewish identity alive was my Jewish day
school, which I was soon graduating from.
After leaving private school and going to
public school, I think my Jewish identity
got pushed aside by sports, friends, and
the life of high school. My family stopped
practicing Jewish traditions. I still identified
as being Jewish but I’m not sure I meant it.
Going on Y2I lit the flame of my Jewish
identity. Being in Israel showed me that
being Jewish is not just religious practices.
It’s speaking the language, eating the food,
and having pride. Israel is filled with Jewish
pride in all forms and seeing this first hand
helped me become more in touch with my
Jewish identity. This trip made me realize
that being Jewish is not just my religion, but
it is a part of who I am and my roots. I am
more comfortable with being Jewish, and
proud of my Jewish roots. This is all thanks
to the unforgettable Y2I trip.

Natalia Goldwasser, Marblehead
Before the Y2I trip, Israel honestly didn’t
mean that much to me and I wasn’t very
educated on the problems going on there.
After going on the trip, it really opened
my eyes to all the things going on in Israel
and what I can do to help Israel. I think
the best thing I can do to help is to spread
awareness and educate people on what’s
happening. For example, with the situation in
the West Bank, lots of people have one sided
opinions without really knowing what’s
going on and I want to be able to educate
them on what’s really going on. This is my
plan to stand up for Israel and help people
better understand the conflicts that are
affecting Israel. I think this trip opened my
eyes to so many things that I wasn’t expecting
and I am so thankful for Y2I for providing
me with the opportunity to go on this trip.
I plan to use all of the information and use
all of the experiences I had on the trip to tell
people about Israel and advocate for it.

Alex Greenfield, Swampscott

I believe this trip to Israel really helped me
connect to my Jewish identity and Israel
itself. There were many different events and
activities that we had done, but one of my
favorites was when we went to the Western
Wall on Shabbat. Originally, I was trying
to get through the crowd of people to get to
touch the Wall, but instead, I and a few of
my friends got pulled over to a table with
Orthodox Jews where we sang songs and
prayers. I believe this trip was a life-changing
experience as it brought me closer to my
Jewish identity and I got to make a lot
of new friends.

Going to Israel was an amazing experience
for me. I learned so much and will never
forget the memories and friends that I made.
But the most important part of the trip for
me was the understanding of what Israel
truly is. The beauty of the country, the
feeling of being at the Western Wall and
other religious sites and more amazing
Israeli things gave me a connection to the
country that I didn’t know I could foster
in only two weeks. It is a truly amazing
country and before going there I couldn’t
possibly have understood how I feel about
it now.

Going to Israel has given me an amazing life
experience! I made many new friends and
witnessed things I never would have had the
opportunity to before. My favorite part of
the trip was climbing Mount Masada. Seeing
the sunrise over the Dead Sea was a sight
I’ll never forget. Although I’m not super
religious, I feel a much deeper connection
to being Jewish, now that I’ve visited
Israel. Thank you for giving me this very
special experience. I hope to use my
knowledge to be an ambassador for Israel.

Matthew Griffin, Swampscott

Sam Gutin, Marblehead

When I think of Israel I see history in the
modern world. Israel is changing with the
world while holding onto its ancient roots.
The religious figures and world leaders
walked the same limestone I did, which just
boggles my mind. So when I think of Israel,
I think of being deeply connected to not
only my history but the history of others.
If it was not for others I would not be here.
I feel connected to everyone whom I pass
because we all walk the same roads and
experience the beautiful buildings around.
Israel did not change me but made me better.

This trip played a large role of solidifying
my Jewish identity and helped me better
understand my roots. Talks such as those
we had with the people from StandWithUs
made many of the complex political
situations more understandable. As well, it
highlighted the importance of being proud
of my roots and standing up for my people.
Alongside that, traveling across Israel and
going to places such as Jerusalem, the
Druse village, and the Holocaust Museum
strengthened my roots and my knowledge
of them. To expand, the museum had a
profound impact on me and many of the
other teens on the trip by bringing to life
the details of the tragedy of which I learned
about through school, stories and books.
It turned all those words and numbers that
we’ve heard into something more impactful
and personal. The visit to the Druse village
and the marketplaces expanded my view
and perspective of Israel. They showed
the diversity of Israel and how the culture
is filled with many beliefs, traditions, and
people. The last thing I wanted to touch
on was the bonds I was able to build with
other local Jewish teens. Through the many
wonderful meals, adventures around Israel,
and free-time within the hotels I was able
to build connections with others around me
that will last a lifetime. As a teenager coming
from Danvers, which contains far fewer
other Jews, being in a place where I was
surrounded by other Jewish people helped
me connect to my Jewish roots and feel
more comfortable. This trip has certainly
left a lifelong impact on me and has changed
me for the better. I will forever appreciate
how this opened my mind and strengthened
my Jewish identity. This trip has arisen my
interest in Jewish activism and has helped
me better understand where I came from.

During our time in Israel we had an
amazing opportunity to make some new
lifelong friends. It was a great chance for
us to really connect to our religion.

Jadyn Gross, Marblehead
I come from an interfaith family; I celebrate
the majority of the Jewish holidays and
some of the Catholic holidays. When I was
little I grew up going to temple and going
to Hebrew School whenever I could and
I enjoyed it. It gave me time to be with
my family, enjoy their company, meet new
people, and in a way become connected with
Judaism. As I grew older, other activities,
sports and school started to become more
of a focus on me and being Jewish was not
something that I even really felt anymore.
It felt that I had lost my Jewish part of my
Mojo, so to say, and it made me feel off.
The story of Masada and the meaning of it
to the Israelis gave it a whole new meaning
that left me proud to be Jewish when
we were walking down the mountain.
I want to take back my experience and
my new-found knowledge of what I have
learned and teach my friends and peers what
they have been fed. It’s not their fault that it
is the negative media they see, so I need to
in a way show them the light and let them
choose which path they would rather learn
more about. I’m so grateful to Mr.Lappin
and other teens’ families in the past for
giving me this chance to go to Israel and
learn and bond with others. Thank you so
much for the experience and enlightenment
you have brought into my life.

Ian Guilmet, Beverly

Jared Hass, Danvers

Lexie Hoffman, Marblehead

Sam Kagan, North Easton

“
I

One of the most powerful aspects of Y2I
was simply being exposed to average Israeli
life, and observing how people live Jewish
lives. I have always felt some sort of separation
between my Jewish life and my “normal”
life, such as walking into my temple or
celebrating holidays in my home, while
avoiding that part of me in public. Seeing
how common it was to express a connection
with Judaism in Israel certainly broke that
barrier. I now feel that I have a deeper and
wider understanding of what it means to be
Jewish, beyond going to synagogue. My
Jewish life is now just another part of my
“normal” life, and not something that needs
to be separated. In this way, I feel more
Jewish overall, and more connected to the
global community of Jews. Overall, this
trip has educated me and connected me to
the land of Israel. I feel more Jewish than
ever after being surrounded by so many
fellow Jews and spending time in our home.
I will be forever grateful for this experience
that sparked the beginning of my relationship
with Israel.

Leah Katz, Beverly

srael did an outstanding job of enhancing my Jewish identity. I felt like I belonged
here, especially being surrounded by thousands of people that identify as Jewish.
When we went to the Western Wall, I picked up a new-found sense of pride and
confidence to be Jewish. I looked around and all I saw were people who looked
different, similar, tall, short; people who were Jewish. Even though I may have a very
different daily life as the people in Israel, I am still connected through faith. That to
me, that little realization that people on the other side of the planet are all bonded
together through shared history, traditions, language and beliefs, played a major role
in enhancing my Jewish identity. Shared traditions and culture is meaningless if it does
not continue. If there is no one to tell the story of the Jewish people, how can we be
remembered? There are people today who deny that the Holocaust even happened. This
is one of the most hurtful things that can be said. As those words spread, over time people
will not remember the Holocaust. Did all of those innocent Jews die for nothing? It is
not only my job to correct these lies but to educate future generations about Israel and its
history. I will raise my children Jewish and make sure they raise their children Jewish
to make sure history doesn’t repeat itself. I plan to educate, inform and stand up for
Israel in America whenever possible. When I hear something false said about the country
I will not hesitate to correct them. I will use the skills Charlotte has taught me to defend
Israel. In this fashion, I hope to help improve the image and misconceptions of Israel.

Cam Heafitz, Marblehead

During my time in Israel I made so many
new friends from here and from Israel. Also
we did so many incredible things. Overall
my time in Israel had a huge impact on my
Jewish identity and changed my attitude
in a positive way.

Josh Liebman, West Hartford, CT

“
A

s I embarked on my journey
through Y2I, I realized that there’s
more than one way to be Jewish and
feel connected to Judaism. I felt most
Jewish while walking down Ben Yehuda
street and dancing with Israelis we met
that night, being stuck in a bathroom at a
falafel restaurant, jumping up and down
on a boat in the exquisite Sea of Galilee,
placing a note in the Western Wall,
playing cards games...or in my case losing
cards games, and sitting on the rocks in
the back of the Bedouin tents, staring up
at the stars with three friends, avoiding
sleep in attempts to take advantage of
every second we had in such a surreal
environment. It’s these small unplanned
moments that Y2I allowed me to have that
made me realize “this is what it means to
be Jewish.” It’s natural, unforced, small
instances like those where I was able to
fathom that surrounding myself with other
Jews my age and being immersed in a new
culture that I belong to has fostered my
understanding that those moments make
me feel more connected to Judaism than
any temple ever would. Thanks to this
incredible program, I have discovered my
connection to Judaism, and love for Israel.
Y2I and the country of Israel have given
me memories and have taught me lessons
that I will truly carry with me for the rest
of my life.

Emma Keith, Newburyport

After my first day in Israel, I was walking
with a group of newly made friends and
we were talking about how it didn’t even
feel like we were in Israel or that we were
far from home. Israel quickly became our
second home and we all felt unbelievably
comfortable in this seemingly new and
diverse environment. After being back in my
actual home for five days and spending them
reflecting on my trip, I have realized how
much closer and more connected I feel to
my Jewish identity and culture. Walking
around Jerusalem, actually walking in
this ancient city that holds so much history
was so unbelievable and powerful. Hiking
Masada and hearing the story of our brave
ancestors was so compelling. Learning
about the years of turmoil, prejudice, and
destruction that the Jewish people had
to go through helped me understand how
truly wonderful and strong Judaism is.

Masha Likhterman, Marblehead
Before I went to Israel, I felt there was
something missing from my Jewish identity.
I wasn’t sure if it was a need to celebrate
Shabbat, go to synagogue more regularly, or
something more profound. Before entering
the Holy Land, I never knew about half
(or more to be honest) of the history that
had made my homeland what it is today.
After getting home, I felt I could teach a
basic history lesson to my family about what
developed Israel. Y2I was also impactful
as I came home realizing how fulfilled I
felt being Jewish. At home, I am one of
only five Jewish kids in my school, and it
feels like only twenty in my town. Yet, 5,523
miles away, I actually belong to the 6.5
million people who call themselves Jews.
I am so thankful that Y21 gave me the
opportunity to experience Israel and find
my love for the country, as well as make
Jewish friends with whom I will share
a special bond with for life. My Y21
experience has not only deepened my love
for my religion, but it has brought me
closer than ever to Jewish teens all across
the North Shore. It showed me we have
strength, even in small numbers, and at the
end of the day, peace, love, hope, and teaching
can make us successful and indestructible.
Y21 has opened my outlook towards being
an advocate for Israeli Jews. As I finish my
last two years of high school and go on
to college, I am prouder than ever to call
myself a Jew.

Adriana Kotler, Lynnfield

I had such high expectations, and the trip
managed to exceed all of them. As soon
as we got back to Boston, I was ready to
go back. I returned with new knowledge,
pride, memories, friends, and the desire to
return back to Israel as soon as possible. I
now have knowledge about Jewish history,
Israeli culture, and the modern conflicts
the country faces. I have more pride about
being Jewish and knowing I have such a
close knit community with people from
all around the globe. I have memories that
will last forever, from little moments like
buying falafel for lunch at the market to big
experiences, like spending Shabbat at the
Western Wall. I have new friends, from
5 miles away...or 5,000 miles away, that
I know I can count on. Lastly, I have the
desire to return back, and I cannot wait until
that day comes.

Hannah Lippman, Swampscott

Going to Israel showed me truly how
important it is to allow this beautiful
religion to thrive. Traveling to the
homeland showed me a different reason for
which I want to raise my children Jewish.
I really don’t have any other choice
because I want only the best and more for
the religion that has opened so many doors
for me. Being Jewish has enhanced my life
in so many ways that I wish the whole world
could be Jewish. It has given me friends,
values, the motivation to do good, a
community, a home and, endless love,
and so much more.

Israel was one of the most exciting things I
have ever done and it has given me memories
that I will cherish for the rest of my life.
I wasn’t friends with too many people
before the trip. While on the trip, I was
able to meet people who are now some of
my best friends, even some from Israel.
Visiting all of those places really put the
importance of why we need Israel and the
significance of a Jewish homeland. This
trip has given me a lot to think about. It
truly was one of the best times of my life.

Bella London, Marblehead

Israel has also taught me that it isn’t what
you see in the news. Israel is not 100% a
war zone full of violence. Most of Israel
is made up of caring, compassionate, kind
and outgoing Israelis. During my time in
Israel I had a moment of realization. The
moment made me realize that being Jewish
isn’t all about being religious. Judaism is
mostly known as a religion, but I learned
that it is also a culture and a lifestyle, but
you can make it fit however you choose in
your life. Overall this trip has brought me
memories, experiences, friends and deeper
understanding of what it means to be Jewish.

I want to say that since going on the trip
I feel more connected to my Jewish side
and feel like I have a duty to keep the
religion alive. The trip was great and was
a great experience for me as a person and
a Jew.

Will MacDonald, Newton
At the beginning of this trip, I had no idea
how much Y2I would change my perspective
on Israel and what it means to be a Jewish
person. These two weeks definitely over
exceeded my expectations going into it. The
State of Israel had an immediate impact on
me as soon as I stepped off the plane and
into the country. I could feel the holiness
and excitement in the air, whether it be the
Jewish people singing prayers or the little
kids running around and chasing each other.
These little things that Israel had to offer
made Y2I that much better. There must
have been thousands of people at the holy
Western Wall while we were there, and at
this moment, I was as proud to be Jewish
as I have ever been in my life. I cannot
wait to return to Israel in the future, and
I will always love my second home!

Charlie Mack, Beverly

Matt Maldonado, Swampscott

Sunny Marcus, Malden

To say that Israel was a meaningful and
life-changing experience would be an
understatement. Everything about this
new place screamed home to me which
was so ironic. How can I feel like I belong
in a place that I have never been before?
Everyone will have a different answer as to
what made them feel so integrated in such a
foreign place, but for me, it was the people.
Everyone at home is so used to being
connected through their culture, which
includes religion. While Jews can still fit
into the culture in many senses, Judaism
will always be a boundary that sets us apart
just like any other religion. Coming from
such a strongly Christian community, I
always felt singled out when it came to
religion. I thought that I would feel singled
out yet again because I came into the trip
not knowing anyone. However, when I
met all of the Jewish teens from the North
Shore and Israel, I felt so close to them
immediately. Looking back at the trip, I
went in underestimating how much I would
have loved it. I made new friends, tried new
foods, and explored a new place. I am so
glad I took the opportunity to go to Israel
and make the memories of a lifetime.

Anna McCloskey, Newburyport

T

his trip came at a time I needed most, at a time when I was questioning my
Jewish identity due to the anti-Semitism going on at my school. I now view and
appreciate Israel and Judaism in a whole new way. Judaism means more to me than just
being Jewish now. In the past few years, I have contemplated wanting to be Jewish
because it made me feel so different from my friends and peers. But now I understand
what it means to be Jewish and the deeper meaning of it. When we were at the Kotel, I
was pulled aside and got tefillin put on me by three Orthodox men for no charge. I then
went to the Wall and read the pamphlet of prayers that was given to me and read them
with the other Orthodox men. At that moment Judaism changed for me. I felt like I
was part of something and felt accepted which sounds strange, but it’s the only way
I can describe it. This trip has done so much for me. It has given me friends that I feel
like I’ve known for a lifetime. It has taught me what being Jewish truly means, and it has
given me a whole new appreciation for a country I have called my second home all of my
life. From the bottom of my heart, thank you Y2I.

Ari Menes, Reading

”

This trip was a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. I had a lot of fun on this trip
and met a lot of cool people. I liked going
to the Dead Sea and waking up to climb
Mount Masada. Also going to the Western
Wall was cool – being able to pray and have
fun in dance circles. It was fun being able to
talk and get to know the Israelis and learn
things about them and what they have to
go through preparing for the army.

Matt McIntire, Swampscott
My time in Israel helped me discover my
Jewish identity. Before I went to Israel,
being Jewish had little significance to me.
I didn’t fully understand what it means to
be a Jewish person and what the full scope
of the community is. I didn’t understand
how important it was to represent myself as
a Jewish teen living in the United States.
My trip to Israel really gave me a different
perspective on what it means to be Jewish.
I was amazed at the diversity in Israel. I
remember walking around the Western Wall
and seeing so many Jews from different
backgrounds. They were of various ethnicities,
nationalities and levels of worship. But they
all shared one thing in common: an identity
as a Jewish people. This was really powerful
for me as it helped me to understand the
wide scope of the Jewish community and
how it ties people together. This trip also
taught me and the rest of the group a lot
about the history of the Jewish people, and
how important it is to protect the land that
is so sacred to millions of people. Before
this trip, I really didn’t think of Israel in this
light. I thought of Israel as more of just a
country of primarily Jews, not as a spiritual
and symbolic homeland for the Jewish people.
I have developed a deep understanding of
what it means to be Jewish and will carry
it with me throughout my life.

Aidan Merriam, Marblehead
The more we traveled the streets of Tel Aviv,
I realized how in love I am with the modern
city, already texting my mom “Can I come
back next summer?!” I have never been on
vacation to a place where I truly felt at home
and in my element. Where my features or
religion didn’t matter and the culture is so
diverse. Knowing I had at least one thing in
common with each person I passed on the
street was incredible and refreshing. During
my final days of being in Israel, I felt truly
connected to Judaism, what it means to be
Jewish, the culture, and the community.
I learned so much about Israel, war, and
politics. I feel truly educated and ready to
defend Israel when ignorance tries to dull
Israel’s beauty. While I left a part of my
heart in Israel, I took home new knowledge,
amazing memories, and friendships.
The next step in my Jewish journey is to
advocate for my people, my culture, and
my community.

Nicole Michelman, Peabody

My experience in Israel brought me more
connected to Judaism and my roots than I
thought I could. For me the trip showed
me to be truly proud of my religion and
who I am as a person, because when you
see Israel in person and connect with it,
you realize how many people before
you worked towards making Israel and
everything it has and is today. When you
are in Israel you are really able to be free
to choose who you want to be, and be
openly Jewish.

Brett Miller, Waban
Israel always appeared as a far-away place
that was important to the Jewish people that
I would hear about on the news. But now I
feel like Israel is a second home, and possibly
one day will be home. When we listened
to Hatikva at a museum in Tel Aviv, for
the first time I actually felt patriotic to a
country, and felt meaning in an anthem
rather then it being an artificial routine in
school. So now after college, after birthright
and hopefully a semester abroad, I will
consider making Aliyah, which I am aware
goes against the purpose of strengthening
Jewish identity on the North Shore. So now
I know there is another place where I can
live a Jewish life free of anti-Semitism and
assimilation, and that it will always be
waiting for me after my experience in Y2I.

Ethan Miller, Beverly
This trip gave me an outlook on the people
in the country, the stories behind the country,
and the different cultures in the country.
Israel is a home for many, not just the Jews.
This trip changed me. I have a different
outlook on a lot of things in my life now.
I learned about the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. I learned how to speak up for
Israel, and how to represent the country
better. I learned leadership skills. I have
done so much more than I could have
dreamed to do all thanks to this trip. And
most importantly, I made friendships that
will last a lifetime.

Jackie Mindlin, Dartmouth

B

The trip as a whole was life-changing.
I met many new kids who share the same
religious views as I do. It was great to see so
many people come together, and experience
this trip of a lifetime.

Dylan Morris, Mansfield
Israel, My Home
Anxious and eager I arrived to the drop-off.
They told me shalom,
As I entered the bus,
And as I stepped off the plane,
I was welcomed home.
Never before was I in this much excitement.
The heat, the culture, the food,
Was all new in my first home Tel Aviv,
From there only more eagerness brewed.
I had never felt more welcomed,
Than I did at the holy Western Wall.
We danced for hours on Shabbat,
Together, one people as all.
Hummus, pita, falafel galore,
There wasn’t a day without a burst of flavors.
I ate so much!
The food wasn’t doing me any favors…
We bargained for prices,
We hiked Mt. Masada,
We lived in the desert,
And bought iced café from Aroma.
The Dead Sea was a stinging delight,
As was the bumpy camel ride,
All something you can only experience Israel,
A land in which I confide.
Thank you, Israel,
For serving as my home.
I will return one day,
But for now I wave shalom!

”

Anna Nazarenko, Swampscott

efore going on the trip, I really had no idea how many different aspects of my life
would be impacted by the Y2I journey. The first was the social impact: simply being
able to branch out to a whole new group of people than just the kids from my town
and making new friends enhanced my experience during the trip, and will continue to
enhance my life here at home. The next impact was just my understanding of the land
of Israel. Before going on Y2I, I had a basic understanding of Israel’s coming to be as a
Jewish State, its current conflicts, and its ancient history. But this trip has completely
enhanced my understanding in each of these areas, including one that I had never known
before, and that is Israel’s culture, which being exposed to on a daily basis was truly
amazing and a learning experience like no other. Finally, one thing that I found very
unique to the experience I gained from Y2I was a true understanding of how and
why I will stand up for Israel. Charlotte’s presentations were so effective for me, and
they were full of new thoughts and perspectives that I hope to never forget. Because of
the conversations she sparks with teens like us and so many others, I now have a true
understanding of why I need to defend Israel, and that is something that I hope to
continue learning about and doing in the future.

Ben Neilan, Swampscott

I believe Y21 has greatly impacted my life by
giving me the opportunity to experience the
world, connect with my Jewish roots, and
make new friends. Y21 allowed me to
experience Israel in a way I would never
have been able to if I had not gone on the
trip by allowing me to experience everything
from cities to the desert, Druze, Jewish,
and Arab cultures, underground tunnels,
hikes, camel rides, museums, and more. Y21
allowed me to experience the world outside
of our small communities, and exposed me
to cultures and places that will change my
perspective of the world forever. The trip
really made me feel connected to my culture
and proud to be Jewish. It also prepared
me to properly advocate for Israel
(something I would have not known how
to do if it were not for Y21’s program with
StandWithUs). Finally, Y21 allowed
me to make new friends from my own
community, surrounding communities,
and even from across the world. Y21
has enhanced my life in ways I could
not imagine.

Owen Neilan, Swampscott
Going to Israel with Y2I changed me in a
few ways. First of all it made being Jewish
seem more acceptable in the eyes of other
people. So many people were interested in
what I did on my trip and asked me lots of
questions about being Jewish and the things
I do as a Jewish teen. Secondly it changed
my views on a lot of the stereotypes I had
about Israel as a country. I had always
thought that it was a dangerous place, but
after going and hearing from Charlotte and
other Israelis I now know that it is a very
safe place but with some conflict. Lastly, Y2I
gave me a chance to see a brand new place
in the world and changed my perspective
on a lot of things.

Maia Newburg, Marblehead
Israel to me is a place where everyone, no
matter where they are from or what they
look like, can come together and be one.
Seeing people of different races and people
wearing different types of clothing in one
small place made me feel as if we were all
one. Walking towards the Western Wall
especially made me feel the same sense of
being one. I remember on Shabbat when I
was walking through the crowds of people
trying to get to the Wall, hearing multiple
languages. I heard Hebrew, English, Spanish,
French and so many more languages.
Hearing all of these languages and
connecting those to different parts of the
world helped me realize that people from all
over the world were coming together and
praying at the same place. My favorite part
about Israel is that you can be whoever
and whatever you want to be and there
will always be a place for you.

Samantha Oberlander, Marblehead

Y2I was an amazing experience for me that
I will never forget. I not only met a friend,
but I also got to meet my family. It was like
no other experience I had before. Hiking
Mount Masada to swimming in the
Dead Sea, whatever we were doing, I had
a great time every second. During the trip
I felt close to the Jewish religion and
I know now that I will feel closer to
Judaism forever.

Jayla Odorczuk, Swampscott
The Israel trip was an incredible opportunity and I feel way more connected to
my inner Jew. The rafting was great, the
boat party was amazing, and the Wall was
something I never thought I’d experience.

Jacob Patterson, Weston, CT
After being in Israel for just two short
weeks, I fell in love with the country,
learned so much about its history and my
roots, and met some amazing new best
friends. Celebrating Shabbat at the Western
Wall was where I felt the most proud to be
a Jew. It was like no other celebration I have
seen before. There were Jews from all over
the spectrum and all over the world. I saw
people with their heads in the Torah, facing
the Wall and praying. I saw people singing
and dancing in circles. I saw people sitting
down, simply taking in the view. It amazed
me to see Jews from all over with many
different beliefs and ideas come together
and celebrate the same thing. Throughout
the trip we learned about Israel Advocacy,
which I felt was very important. Throughout
all of the meetings, I learned how important
it was to stand up for the country that I fell
in love with these last two weeks. In America,
there is a lot of fake news about Israel.
People like to talk about situations that they
are misinformed about. After my time in
Israel, I feel like it is my responsibility to
give a different message about the current
events in Israel, so people can begin to
see it for the beautiful place that it is.
Y2I was truly a once-in-a-lifetime trip and I
will carry not only my memories, but also
everything I learned there with me forever.

Chloe Pickering, Marblehead

“You are not actually Jewish!” this is a very
common thing that I’ve heard for the past
few years. My mom isn’t Jewish, I don’t
speak Hebrew, and I don’t go to temple
regularly. I was terrified to go on this trip for
fear I wouldn’t be accepted. Soon I began
to see that even though many other people
wouldn’t consider me Jewish, I still am.
Being Jewish doesn’t have to mean I speak
Hebrew or have both parents being a part
of the religion. Being Jewish means sitting
around the dinner table with family for
Passover and eating matzo ball soup. It
means being a part of a community and
being able to turn to them when you need
help. Being Jewish means helping others
who are less fortunate. I am Jewish and this
trip helped me realize that being Jewish is
not defined by one thing.

Lauren Podgur, Marblehead
Y2I powerfully reinforced my love for the
Jewish people and introduced me to my
love for the beautiful country that protects
us. For me it wasn’t a miraculous connection
I felt when I touched the Western Wall. It
was the people at the Kotel. People who
observe Judaism in varying degrees holding
hands to dance and sing cheerful tunes.
Songs that I knew. They held out their arms
to me. I felt closer to them, people I hadn’t
said a word to, than people I’d seen for years
at my high school. This specific experience
made me understand the significance behind
the unbreakable bond between the Jewish
people. We come from all over the world,
but if you go far enough down the line, each
of us will undoubtedly trace back our home
to be Israel and each other to be family.
This rich culture, history, and country are
something that I want for my children. I
want them to be able to carry on Jewish
traditions that make them feel more connected
to their ancient identity and for them to
know that they have a family of 12 million
throughout the world. I will carry these
experiences and lessons with me and pass them
on for as many generations as I can reach.

Samara Quintero, Marblehead

This trip is a wonderful and amazing experience
all on its own, but it is overall spectacular
when you meet so many new people and have
a large friend group to share this experience
with. Israel opened itself up to me and let me
plant my new roots in its desert soil, when
at the same time, it planted its roots into me.
Israel is a beautiful country which started
from nothing and now has become everything.
I was bewildered by the huge cities like
Tel Aviv, the old cities like Jaffa, the desert,
and all the trees! Israel is a place that never
ceases to amaze the tourists and people who
walk through its land, and I don’t understand
the negativity around Zionism and Israel
itself, not just because I’m Jewish and a
Zionist, but because I am an American, a
person not from the land of Israel, who has
gone to the land of Israel and seen it for the
true complex and enriching place that it is.
Y2I does not only have the power to
affect and change American teens’ lives,
but it also possesses the ability to affect
and change the entire world, one story
and point of view at a time.

Michael Raizin, North Andover

B

efore the Y2I trip I’ve never really
embraced my Jewish side that much
aside from specific holidays, but this
two-week journey opened my eyes. It
showed me beautiful areas, breathtaking
landmarks, and how being Jewish is more
than just a religion. Throughout the trip
there were many moments that truly were
memories I’ll keep in my heart forever.
While I was able to see so many amazing
parts of Israel, the most amazing part of
the trip was meeting the many people from
both the U.S.A. and Israel I now can call
my friends. Thanks to these special two
weeks of my life I’ve been able to talk to
people I’ve never thought I would have,
finding a lot in common with others, and
tackling challenges with them I would
have never done alone.

Tyler Roads, Marblehead

”

I am so thankful to say I was a part of what
is such a life-changing and worthwhile
program, Youth to Israel. Everything that
occurred truly confirmed just how wonderful and great it is for me to be able to say
I’m Jewish. Israel now holds a whole new,
incredible meaning for me. Being that I had
not been to Israel before, I did not realize
I would be welcomed home. It continues
to amaze me that there is such a wonderful
place all Jews can come home to. Not only
that, but I was taken aback by the immense
national pride that each person held. Before
coming to Israel I had mainly created my
thoughts and opinions of its society through
the daily news. However, Israel is so much
more than what it is portrayed through the
media. I am so thankful that I could learn
about the culture and politics of Israel
through the lens of an advocate while on the
trip. It made me realize that the existence of
Israel is so important for the Jewish people,
and as a model for the world in technology
and innovation. I came to learn that Israel
is a living, breathing country with so many
diverse parts. Really, the only way to grasp
an understanding about the importance of
Israel is to experience Israel and its dynamic
parts. I am so grateful Youth to Israel has
shown me how to advocate and I will come
home with the goal to teach others and stand
up for an amazing country in return for all it
has done for me. I’ve truly come away with
a strong connection to Israel that allows
me to have a greater Jewish identity.

Julia Rosenberg, South Dartmouth
Before I went to Israel, I’ll be honest – it
didn’t mean much. Why would it? It was just
another small war-torn country. Portrayed
in the media as a monster, disliked by many,
what did Israel mean to me? Nothing...until
I got there. I have had a hard time connecting
and identifying with my Jewish identity.
In all honesty, it’s been a while since I felt
connected to anything. Once we got off the
airplane, a man on the trip said to all of us
“Welcome home.” Much later in the trip,
we discussed what that meant, and a lot of
people stuttered. I knew exactly what he
meant the moment he said it. Israel quickly
grew to become very important to me. I
was immediately in a state of awe because
I finally knew where I belonged. Israel
meant culture, people, identity, but also I
was no longer a guest in my own country. It
was settling knowing I was now surrounded
by people who practice the same religion as
me. I have never experienced such intense
emotions as I did in Israel. It changed me
for the better. While it could be challenging,
and some of the information could be really
heavy to bear, it was a very important event
in my life. It has forever changed me.

Jessie Ross, Marblehead

Dear Israel,
I say with complete confidence that the
trip changed me more than any other
experience in my entire life. I saw things
I’d never seen before, ate things I’d never
thought to put in my mouth, and met people
who changed my mood just by being in their
presence. Your people are unique, unlike
any others in the world. They are gruff,
no-nonsense people on the outside, but
gentle and glowing on the inside. Every time
I looked out the window my excitement was
renewed as I was blessed with the elegance
of your deserts and the allure of your forests.
Each time I closed my eyes, I was astounded
with the overwhelming sense of belonging
I felt in this foreign place. And when your
beautiful sunrise woke me in the morning,
I felt a peacefulness inside that I had never
possessed before. But the most important
thing you did for me was show me how
important it is for me to defend my people
and my country. In America and around the
world, there are many people who believe
that you shouldn’t exist. There are a multitude
of organizations who are actively trying to
remove your right to be your own country.
So after visiting you, and experiencing what
makes you truly unique and special, I have
been given new motivation to defend you on
my front. Thank you for inspiring me and
educating me, I hope to see you again soon.

Griffin Saginor, Boxford
Before I came on this trip, whenever somebody
that did go would tell me about all the
friends they made that they still keep in
touch with, I would think that they were
stretching reality. I thought that there’s no
way that over the course of just under two
weeks you could get that close with a group
of people. But now, I’m going to be one of
those people, because I came back with a
group that’s like family that I hope will stay
together through the years. They have truly
changed my life for the better and I’m so
thankful for them and this trip that brought
us all together. What’s even better is that
they’re also Jewish. I now have friends that
religiously believe the same things that I do,
and celebrate the same holidays, so I now
have a larger community of Jewish peers
which gives me a stronger Jewish identity.
I’ve always identified as Jewish, but I never
really had a group of peers that also identified
as Jewish. Being a part of a friend group
that’s Jewish, it’s strengthened my
Jewish identity and makes me feel normal.
I didn’t have that before, and having it
now is amazing.

Jessica Sapozhnik, Salem

G

oing to the Western Wall made me want to stay in touch with my community at
Beth El. I appreciate being given the opportunity to go on this trip to see what I’m
standing up for back at home. And when people say bad things about Israel and the Jewish
community, knowing how to respond to them and prove them wrong. That Israel being a
place is a good thing and to show people the false image that anti-Israel activists show to
make Israel look bad. But in the end, this trip connected me back to my Jewish roots.
This showed me that being Jewish was one trait that makes me unique from everyone
else, and I have a whole additional family back in Israel that I belong to, and my kids
will be able to belong to after I’m gone.

Jonah Seiger, Belmont

The impact that Y2I has had on my life is
that it gave me an opportunity to visit a
place and people I haven’t had the chance
of seeing before. I got to visit Yad Vashem,
which opened my eyes to what the Jews
experienced during the Holocaust. This
means a lot to me and it has impacted my
life greatly.

Justin Sapozhnik, Salem
Dear Israel,
Thank you for helping me to dig deeper
into realizing my Jewish identity and
thank you for creating everlasting memories
I will never forget. From the moment we
walked into Ben Gurion and Amnon said to
us “welcome home,” that really stuck with
me. Yes, there are Jews living all around the
world who all have something that others
do not; different qualities, interests, or skills,
but the one thing we all have in common
is you, Israel. Thank you for providing a
safe and comforting place for all Jews
and keeping us protected.
You are truly a wonder with your enriched
history and there is still so much that
the world has yet to discover about you.
Although everything is constantly in motion
and never stops, every Israeli citizen knows
that each second on this planet is a gift and
they never take it for granted.
Your museums helped me learn that nothing
has ever come easy to Israel. You got to
where you are today from fighting for
liberation and becoming free from oppression.
I learned that all Jews are a family.
Thanks to you, Israel, we all have a
common denominator.
Thank you for the life lessons you have
taught me to never take anything for granted.
Thank you for leaving me with memories
I will never forget, from swimming in the
Dead Sea, praying at the Western Wall,
climbing Mount Masada, and many more
unforgettable experiences along with the
many lifelong friendships I have made that
we will forever share a special bond. I look
forward to coming back to you soon with
my family, and someday my own children.
Just know that you have left a mark on my
heart for all eternity and that I will advocate
for you and spread Judaism for you.

Justin Saslaw, Peabody

When I was living in Marblehead, I often
used my Jewish identity to connect with
people, which in turn motivated me to
continue improving this part of me. But in
Wenham, this was more difficult. So even
though I kept my Jewish traditions, I felt
like my Jewish identity was becoming a less
integral part of my life. In hindsight, not
being around Jewish people for years made
me subconsciously dismiss the importance of
being a Jew. Until Y2I, I did not appreciate
just how much I missed that connection.
Traveling to Israel on Y2I brought that
connection back. For the first time in years,
I was with a large group of Jewish peers
who, like me, inherently understood what
it meant to be Jewish. With them, I did not
have to explain what it meant to keep kosher,
what the mezuzahs on my door meant, or
why I fasted on Yom Kippur. This Jewish
connection felt even stronger when I arrived
in Israel. Everyone I met welcomed me like
family. By far, however, my favorite part of
the entire trip was meeting and traveling
with the Israeli teenagers. Despite growing up
on different sides of the world, our shared
Jewish identity instantly connected us.
As I thought about all this on the plane ride
home, I realized just how important these
connections are to me. I am not going to let
myself lose them again. Perhaps even more
important than reconnecting me with other
Jews, this trip also confirmed something
I already knew: I am not only proud to be
Jewish, my support for Israel is unwavering.
However, up until now I have often been
afraid to voice that support for fear of being
marginalized. Going forward, I am not
going to be bullied into silence. Instead
I am going to have the confidence and
courage to voice what I know to be true
and what my heart believes in. I am going
to advocate for Israel and stand up to
anti-Semitism. Above all, I am going to
continue to seek out Jewish connections
that will help foster my Jewish identity.

Carter Segal, Swampscott

Y2I had an amazing impact on my life and
really helped me connect to my Jewish
religion. I branched out and made amazing
friendships. This trip was a life-changing
experience and changed my perspective
on many topics in Israel.

Ethan Sheris, Beverly
Y2I has shown me as a Jewish teen what
it actually means to be Jewish and how
important a Jewish State is. Before Y2I
being Jewish to me was celebrating High
Holidays and going to temple regularly.
However, while in Israel we had many
lectures after a day of sightseeing and
learning about the history of Israel, in these
lectures we were told how being Jewish
is not only following a religion but being
a part of a people. Besides the fact of
realizing what it actually means to be Jewish,
I figured out what being Jewish means to
me. While talking about Israel’s past and
Jewish history I understood how important
it actually is to have a Jewish State. To hear
how Israel has tried to make peace countless
of times and have been rejected many times
is devastating and to hear how people think
a nation built to be a safe haven for Jews
doesn’t have a right to exist. However that’s
not the most important thing I learned on
the trip. After the Holocaust Museum I
was sad and frustrated, and wondered how
could this have happened and how can we
be told after that, that Israel doesn’t have a
right to exist. Once I calmed down I realized
that even after six million of our community
were killed, we didn’t rise up in anger or
seek revenge for those who have killed us.
We sought to help each other and everyone
that we possibly could. And then all the
stories told to me along the trip of how a
South African boy can get a new heart in
Israel and that during the war with Syria we
would take their wounded and bring them to
hospitals, hit me. Israel seeks to help anyone
in need even if they want to take our home
away. In that moment after the museum I
figured out being Jewish is being kind above
all else and helping anyone in need of help.

Gavin Shevory, Marblehead

While in Israel, my friends and I fostered
our Jewish identities, constantly interacting
with new people, as well as old peers,
making connections, and forming lifelong
bonds. In Israel, all of us not only shared a
common religion, but also a common culture.
Noticing just how similar all of us are to one
another was something that really stood out
to me on this trip. I ultimately came to
the realization that all of us were just as
connected as grapes are to the vine. The
vine being what we all share, what we all
have in common, and the grapes being us,
the Jews, those who are filled with life,
but also those who are rooted in culture
and tradition. As a result of this trip, I’ve
come back a more educated, thoughtful,
and dedicated Jew to the continuation and
existence of a Jewish homeland.

Carson Shore, Swampscott

N

o matter how much the Jewish
people believe in Israel, whether it is
the culture, the land, or the people, there
are always others who will oppose it. On
the day we arrived back to Boston from
our amazing trip to Israel, I heard about
Holocaust-denial fliers posted on my own
temple. This was not just a piece of paper
taped on a door; it was an anti-Semitic
attack. No longer was my head stuck in
the ground, ignoring the accusations of
anti-Israel rhetoric. I will stand up for
the Jewish people and their place in the
world because no one deserves to be
denied their past. Thanks to Charlotte
from StandWithUs, my arsenal for
defense and activism for Israel has greatly
expanded. I hope to participate in further
presentations so that I can be Jewish
without being threatened. I plan on joining
B.B.Y.O. in order to defend the Jewish
culture and people through becoming
part of the community. By taking part
in these programs, I am able to spread
more accurate information about the
Jewish people.

Elie Siegel, Marblehead

”

If someone asked me to describe my experience
in Israel in one word, I would say enlightening.
I didn’t even realize my stronger sense of
Judaism until the end of the trip when I
took a moment to think about myself and
my personal connection to the religion.
However, as soon as I got back home from
the whirlwind of a trip I had just been on,
I knew for a fact that I definitely wanted
to start going to temple more often and
overall, simply having Judaism be a bigger
part of my life. I had never considered it
very important prior to the trip, but now
I feel a stronger connection to the religion
and entire culture as a whole. I feel that it’s
extremely important to try and immerse
myself in the culture at home more.
Aside from the cultural aspects of the trip,
physically being there and learning about
centuries of history helped strengthen my
Jewish identity. Seeing the Western Wall
with my own eyes, the Dead Sea scrolls,
Yad Vashem, the Dead Sea, Jaffa Port – all
of it – was so special. It was definitely more
meaningful being there in person versus
learning about it at home. I will never forget
this trip and the amazing friends I made
and diverse places I went. I feel extremely
fortunate and lucky to have had the
opportunity to be a part of Y2I.

Ella Slavin-Reker, Swampscott
Israel means so many different things to
me. When I am in Israel, I feel protected,
connected, safe and part of the community
because I know we share many aspects
including a shared land and history. Also,
Israel has the IDF (Israeli Defense Force)
who are always there to protect us. Israel is
a place where I feel at home with a shared
culture and language. Israel means a
welcoming place that accepts any Jew of
any race or ethnicity no matter if you are
Black, Asian, European or American. From
what I learned in the Torah and from my
trip, Israel is a place of kind, loving and
ambitious people who only use violence in
self-defense. In conclusion, Israel is a very
special place to me and I am very grateful for
the Y2I trip and the people that I got to meet.

Noah Smith, Marblehead

This place that I now call home is full of the
most vibrant and welcoming people I know.
I will truly never forget all of the times an
Israeli was interested in where we were
from, and how we were enjoying our trip.
Their warm and caring energy made it easy
to have conversations with strangers building
a connection with this land. Although we
live across the world and live different lives
from Israelis, I found it extremely easy to
connect with them. Israeli teens may live far
away but we listen to the same music, watch
the same movies, and all go to high school.
Through this lifelong connection to Israel
and my Israeli friends, I feel a duty to
protect Israel against misinformation
and ignorance. As my friends go into the
army to protect Israel for Jews around
the world, we owe it to them to inform
others in the U.S. I have made so many
close friendships, and I have grown the
friendships with the people in my town.
But most importantly I have learned that a
home is not just where you live, but where
you hold memories, friendships, love, and
a connection.

Ella Sprague, Swampscott
The last night in Israel, we were asked what
from the trip would we take home with us. It
wasn’t until I got home, and I was telling the
stories to my parents that I truly understood
what this question was asking me. Y2I gave
me, one Jewish kid from a very non-diverse
town, an understanding of what it’s like
to be around so many people who are so
different but all share the same background.
Y2I gave me the real meaning of being
Jewish. This trip opened my eyes and made
me realize that being Jewish is not in fact
just a religion, but Jews are people and to
be a good Jew is very different and separate
from being religious. Y2I has impacted my
life because it gave me a sense of belonging
in the Jewish community worldwide, as well
as giving me confidence that I have a right to
stand up when someone says something bad
about my religion and my people.

It took me two weeks with the Y2I crew to
truly understand why they referred to Israel
as “home.” In these two weeks, I learned
Israel is home because it’s where Jewish
heritage is present and thriving. Israel
is home because I will always feel safe
surrounded by the IDF officers in the
streets. Israel is home because I can go to
the Western Wall and pray and feel close
to God. Israel is home because I feel free
to be me without judgment. Israel is home,
because there, I’m able to be a Jew with
overwhelming pride. Overall, I made so
many amazing memories on Y2I. I am so
grateful to have been a part of this trip
and had the opportunity to make amazing
new friendships and reinforce my love for
Judaism and Israel. I look forward to the
next time I can visit my home – Israel.

Katie Tassinari, Marblehead

The highlight of my trip was visiting the
Western Wall during Shabbat. It may have
been the only time in my life that I truly felt
100% Jewish. I am not very strict in terms
of religion, and after visiting Jerusalem, I
am sad that I have not been more interested
in the Jewish aspect of my life. I think that
being able to meet new kids that are all
Jewish and from different towns, is a great
experience, as lifelong friendships are created
through this bond in the two weeks spent
together. The trip impacted my life because
it finally opened my eyes about what it is
like to be Jewish and to eat Jewish food,
and to sing/dance to Jewish music. It was
surely a once-in-a-lifetime experience, and
as for my Jewish identity: I am proud to
be Jewish.

I started off the trip with Y2I not knowing a
soul. By the time I boarded the actual plane,
I had never felt more secure. These people,
who hardly knew me, welcomed me into
their friend groups, graciously extending
hospitality. I’d like to blame this upon
the fact that everyone was just amazingly
friendly, but I feel that what really caused
this instant connection was Judaism. I
would often find myself looking around
at all of our faces during group events.
These kids, these random people who I felt
couldn’t be more different from me, were all
alike me in some ways. Because of our Jewish
roots, our upbringing, our morals and our
stories, they all intertwined. We could bond
over holiday horror stories, or camp songs
we all knew, things my friends from home
just couldn’t relate to. It felt empowering to
be surrounded by people who could actually
understand a part of my identity I had often
felt forced to hide. I left the small bubble of
my New England boarding school with so
many anxiety provoking thoughts, not only
about the trip, but about my own identity
as a Jewish woman in the modern American
world. I have returned with all of those
nerves pushed aside. I have found pride in
my Jewish roots – this part of me that holds
so much history and weight, it almost feels
wrong to try and push it aside. Not only
that, but I have found a community that will
forever accept me for who I am and love
me unconditionally. Y2I has given me not
only a new family, but a constant reminder
that that new family is there to stay. No
matter where we all go, no matter what
we all do, our roots of Judaism are forever
intertwined.

Joe Tarlin, Natick

Bryn Taylor, Topsfield

Jenna Tabenkin, Georgetown

When I heard about Y2I I was thrilled. Not
only was I being offered a trip to Israel, but
I was also given an opportunity to meet new
people from my community. Prior to the trip
I always saw myself as a proud Jew, so I
didn’t see how any major change or impact
could occur. I was wrong. Y2I broadened
my idea of Judaism and strengthened my
feelings towards the culture. From the first
few moments we were in Israel, I already felt
at home. I felt comfortable and welcomed.
I felt so connected to these people and this
land and even more so at the Western Wall.
The feeling is indescribable; it’s honestly an
out-of-body experience. On top of all of this,
we had amazing lectures by the StandWithUs
organization which helped me learn more
about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and
gave information on how to properly defend
Israel during discussions. I am so glad
I went on this trip and I hope that in
the future, more Jewish teens are able to get
this eye-opening experience of a lifetime.

Mary Viner, Swampscott
As I got older and my hobby for reading
politics grew, I read more about Israel and
the Israel-Palestinian crisis going on. At the
time I just thought of it as politics, I had no
connection to this land, that was until I went
on Y21. This trip fostered and built a
connection to a place I didn’t think right
now I’d be telling everyone I want to go
back as soon as possible. I didn’t think I
would be crying for strangers I spent four
days with because they are going to the
army. I didn’t think I even had a second
home. This trip truly enlightened me. It made
feel a connection to place in a matter of days.
Awed by the history and architecture who
wouldn’t let Israel grow on them quickly.
The other reason why this trip made Israel
feel like a second home was the mifgash. The
mifgash helped us grasp the reality of Israelis,
and also gave us new friends and a constant
outlet to think and talk about Israel with
them. I can say this trip was worthwhile and
every Jewish teen needs to go whether they
come out advocating for Israel or thinking it
is their second home. The memories and fun
will last forever.

Gregory Vinitsker, Swampscott

I lived in Israel for eleven years before
moving back to the U.S., but even in all that
time, I was never able to truly appreciate all
the wonders of the country. Going on the
Y2I trip inspired me to think about moving
back to Israel in the future. Although I grew
up as an Orthodox Jew, I never understood
just how connected the Jewish community is.
Everyone on the trip embraced the Jewish
religion in their own way and it wasn’t hard
to find a place amongst my new friends.
Visiting Israel after four years was more
than anything I could have dreamed of.
Even though I lived in Israel, the beauty of it
all never fails to amaze me. The Israeli-Arab
conflict is also not an easy thing to experience
or understand, but going on the Y2I trip
opened my eyes to just how complex the
issue is. Advocating for Israel is important,
and as Jews, we have an obligation to
defend our homeland. The trip was more
than anything I could have dreamed of.

Shani Weisman, Beverly
Overall the Israel trip was an amazing
experience that I will never forget. Words
can’t describe what I felt when I touched the
Wall. I made many new friends on the trip
from both America and Israel. The trip was
amazing.

Ben Wiener, Wilton, CT
I am glad to say my expectations were not
just met, but they were exceeded beyond
anything I could have imagined. One of the
things that I think will stay with me forever
is just how open and kind everyone was.
Y2I truly changed how I think. I went into
this trip thinking Israel would change my
feeling towards being religious. I thought I
was going to see Conservative or Orthodox
Jews everywhere, and I was going to be
inspired to come home and be a “better”
Jew. I was very wrong. I ended up seeing
and meeting many people just like me. I realized
that there are a lot Jews who are proud of
their Jewish culture, but don’t pray or go to
temple every day. After seeing all different
kinds of people every day, I know there is no
such thing as being a “better” Jew. You can
be Jewish any way you want to be, as long
as you are proud to call yourself Jewish.
Before going on this trip, my Jewish heritage
started with my great, great, grandparents,
coming to America from Europe. Of course I
knew the Jewish religion started in Israel, but
to me, my family was Russian and Austrian
Jews. However, once I went to the Western
Wall on Shabbat, and walked the streets of
Jerusalem, those feelings changed. I know
now that Israel is a home for every Jew. If
I could say one thing to Israel, I would say
Thank You. Thank you for being a constant
beacon of hope, Thank You for always
offering a protective arm if we ever need it,
and most of all, Thank You for being a place
where many different kinds of people and
cultures can feel comfortable and thrive.

Sarah Winters, Swampscott

Y2I was able to let me challenge myself in a
way I had never challenged myself before,
allowing me to confront things head-on that
once terrified me. Before going on the trip,
I was somewhat of an introvert, I didn’t like
meeting new people and I’d much rather
stick with those that I knew than to talk
to strangers. However, I saw the trip as
a perfect opportunity to crawl out of my
shell, and become as extroverted as I could
for two weeks. I challenged myself to start
conversations, make new friends, and to stop
using my phone as a way to avoid unwanted
interactions. And looking back on the trip,
I can proudly say that I dominated the
challenge that I presented myself with. I met
so many awesome Jewish teens who I would
have never met if it weren’t for this trip.
Not only did I make friends with the teens
from Massachusetts, but also with the Israeli
teens from the trip. And instead of using my
phone as a shield against social interaction,
I used it as a tool instead, asking whoever
I could for their numbers, instagrams, or
snapchats. In all, Y2I was so impactful on
my life because it gave me the ability to
escape from my introverted cage, and gave
me the chance to meet so many incredible,
inspiring, and delightful people, who if not
for the trip, I would never have met.

Eli Younger, Beverly
After returning from the trip, I have realized
the impact Y2I had on my life. The adventure
caused me to finally realize the importance
of religion in my life. Before the trip, I never
realized what Judaism really meant to me.
I had finished Hebrew School, been Bar
Mitzvahed, and been confirmed, but it all
occurred from the encouragement of my
family. Never once did I go to a confirmation
class because I wanted to go. Now, I understand
why it was important to do this. I now
know that I need to be a soldier in the battle
against persecution of my religion. I now
understand that it was important for me to
be raised Jewish because now it is my turn
to continue the traditions of our people. Y2I
was an important experience in my life. It
enhanced my Jewish identity, allowed me
to gain more knowledge about my home
country and my people, and it opened my
eyes to the importance of being Jewish.

Jack Zalvan, Lynnfield

To me, Israel is a nation to which I can
flee to if the need arises, it is a nation to
which I can go to in order to feel welcome,
and it is a nation that I can go to in the
pursuit of ideas. To me, Israel has so many
more meanings than just one, some being
quite drastic while others having more
practical backgrounds. My first realization of
what Israel means to me struck me during
our first Shabbat, when the entire group
gathered in the hotel and sang songs
together. I had never been in a room filled
only with Jews in a country in which daily
anti-Semitism is scarce. It’s not that I don’t
feel like I belong in the U.S., but being in
that room, at that time, in the nation of
Israel, gave me a feeling of belonging that
is unrivaled by any other. This feeling
continued throughout the night, especially
at the Western Wall. And when the streets
of Jerusalem stood still on Friday night,
I finally understood what it meant to have
a Jewish State.

“

Mark Zolott, Swampscott

Dear Israel,
ou and I have a lot of history together. About three thousand years give or take. My
ancestors used to toil your land and worship in your holy temples, sacrificing their
lambs and cattle in search of God. You and I go so far back that most have forgotten our
history. How you nurtured the Jewish people and let them labor over your arid land and
build a prosperous kingdom long forgotten.
It took me awhile to come to terms with our history, Israel. To me, you were just a country.
A place with rules, and laws, and citizens. A place like any other. But I’ve learned that
you are so much more. It’s when I walked down the cobbled streets of Jaffa, looking over
the never-ending ocean and passing by Russian restaurants and Israeli food stands that
I realized what you are. It’s when I stopped at the Western Wall, and touched the stones
so many have felt, and prayed in the place countless have worshipped, and walked in
the footsteps of prophets while being surrounded by the Jewish people, some Orthodox,
some secular, Ethiopian and Ashkenazi, a complete melangerie of colors and textures.
It’s then that I realized what Israel is. It’s when I looked over Mount Masada, and saw
the sunrise light up the desolate landscape, highlighting the majestic curves and bends of
the sands that reached towards the clear-blue waters of the Dead Sea. Or maybe it was
when I sat down to eat, passing the hummus to my friends on the left and the pita to the
fellow on my right that I learned what Israel is. But I think that it is when I walked on the
streets of Jerusalem on Shabbat night, and heard as the sounds of prayers reached up into
the skies. The city was hushed as the Jewish people celebrated together, singing and
dancing into the dead of night.
This is when I realized that Israel is my home. A home where any Jew can come
and live.
To be frank, Israel, I’ve never been religious. Never learned Hebrew. Never really
worshipped or prayed. But Israel, you were able to touch upon something inside me
that was dormant. You enveloped me in Jewish culture, surrounding me in a blanket
of security.
There is no hiding that you, Israel, are a complicated place. A place with wars and
conflicts. A place divided between secular and observant Jews, Palestinians and Israelis,
Muslims, Druze, and Christians. While these problems are viewed by many as the most
pertinent aspects of Israel, they only cover the surface level of a much more beautiful
and diverse country.
I can’t wait to see you again, Israel. I know it won’t be too long. I can already hear my
fellow Jews, singing and dancing, sababa-ing in the land of milk and honey.
Next year in Jerusalem,

Y

Maya Zeldin, Newton

T E E N I S R A E L A DVO C AC Y F E L LOWS
Lappin Foundation received a generous grant that made it
possible for our Teen Israel Advocacy Fellows to learn from
Dr. Noam Weisman, Senior Vice President of Jerusalem U.
Dr. Weisman traveled from Los Angeles once a month,
for three months, to teach the classes. Using Jerusalem U’s
YouTube Series, Israeli Phenomenology, Fellows explored
the fascinating world of Israeli music, culture and Zionism.
Israel Advocacy Fellows is an important program for college-bound
Jewish teens. It prepares them to deal with campus antisemitism
and anti-Israel activities and sentiments that have infected academia.
Many Fellows assume leadership roles in Jewish organizations
and in student government during their college years.
Y2I and Israel Advocacy Fellows help Jewish teens feel more
confident standing up for Israel at school and on social media,
and more confident expressing their Jewish identity.

BIRTHRIGHT ISRAEL FOR TEENS
The teen Israel experience is the answer to Jewish continuity, and it is the most
effective way to prepare Jewish students before they go to college to serve
as boots-on-the ground so they can effectively deal with campus antisemitism
and anti-Israel activities and sentiments, which have infected academia.
Lappin Foundation’s Youth to Israel Adventure (Y2I) is a successful model worthy of replication in Jewish
communities. Y2I, which is open to Jewish high school sophomores and juniors, includes: pre-trip meetings
for teens and parents; a fully-subsidized, two-week teen Israel experience; and Jewish and Israel advocacy
training for teens during and after the trip. Y2I teens gain valuable skills before they go to college to effectively
deal with campus antisemitism and to stand up for Israel and the Jewish People.
Birthright Israel can replicate the highly successful Y2I model and get Jewish teens to Israel en masse by
lowering the age of eligibility to 16 and by serving as the funding source to: (1) local Jewish communities
to organize a two-week community teen trip to Israel; and (2) Jewish camps, schools and youth groups
to subsidize the cost of longer trips to Israel, making them more affordable.
The most effective strategy to get Jewish teens to Israel en masse is for Birthright Israel to lower the age
of eligibility to 16. Lappin Foundation calls on Birthright Israel to implement this policy change.
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